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ABSTRACT

This work investigates optical interactions with scanning tunneling microscopy with the intention of better understanding how light affects the output
of the STM for different samples as well as how light can be emitted from the STM,
possibly providing additional information about the surfaces examined. In Chapter
1, a variety of topographical, electronic and even magnetic surface maps, which were
produced by STM, are presented to demonstrate the capabilities of state-of-the-art
probe microscopy techniques. These images represent the results from a variety of
materials investigations.
The second chapter examines the results of direct illumination of the tunnel
junction. Seven effects are treated, each section describing measurements conducted
in the laboratory as well as the theory and a review of work by other researchers.
First, heating effects, induced by illumination, which give rise to thermal expansion
and thermovoltages are studied. Enhanced conductivity, as well as induced photovoltage as a result of carrier excitations are then explored. A description of the
theory of photoemission, and photo- and thermal-assisted tunneling is presented
along with an examination of how electromagnetic fields incident on the tunnel
junction can be rectified by the nonlinear I - V curve of the junction.
Chapter 3 describes photon emission from the tunnel junction, the majority
of this chapter dealing with our results on photon emission from Au surfaces in
air which include spatial maps of the photon intensity. Surface modification of
the Au films by the tip in the form of pitting, etching, and surface damage is
illustrated and attributed with enabling photon emission to be attainable in air,
where contamination effects are shown to quench the emission process. A survey of
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other experiments involving photon emission is also presented.
Finally, the appendix discusses how optically exciting surface plasmons in
metal films can be detected with an STM. Experiments conducted by other researchers, have demonstrated that kinetic energy energy from surface plasmons can
be efficiently coupled into the tip resulting in heating and subsequent thermal expansion. Other investigations have revealed that the AC fields of the surface plasmons
can be directly coupled into the junction, resulting in the rectification.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

STM as a Surface Science Tool

Until the most recent decade, scientists involved in the study of surfaces have relied
only on indirect evidence to formulate an understanding of the structure of surfaces.
Various spectroscopies such as Ultraviolet and X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy
(UPS, XPS), Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy (EELS), and Secondary Ion Mass
Spectroscopy (SIMS) have allowed the determination, on a relatively macroscopic
scale, of the composition of the surfaces of solids while diffraction techniques such as
X-ray Diffraction as well as Low Energy Electron Diffraction (LEED), and Reflected
High Energy Electron Diffraction (RHEED), have produced implicit representations
of the local arrangement of atoms in crystal surfaces. Numerous other complex analytical tools have been developed and countless investigations, both optical and
electronic, have been undertaken to characterize the properties of surfaces of materials. Not until the advent of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM) and
other Scanning Probe Microscopies (SPM), however, has the structure of solid surfaces been so overtly attainable. Namely, the Scanning Tunneling Microscope and
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the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) have enabled the direct observation of atoms,
molecules, clusters, islands and etched topographies. (The latter two have been
probed with the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM), and the Thansmission Electron Microscope (TEM), which are capable of much less resolution than the STM
and AFM.) It is now possible to directly image the arrangement of atoms on the
surface of a crystal with each position distinctly clear and exact, as well as, the shape
and size of various organic, inorganic and biological molecules, and the quality of
the most precise lithographically fabricated semiconductor, metallic and dielectric
structures. Below, and throughout this work, STM images of various materials willl
be presented to offer a sampling of the vast number of applications and capabilities
of this unique surface analysis tool.
The extent of detail that the STM routinely provides on the atomic scale is
revealed in Fig. 1.1 where individual sulfur atoms separated by 3.3

A on the surface

of a MoS 2 sample are displayed in the hexagonal lattice. MoS 2 is a convenient
specimen for the STM since this layered semiconductor is chemically inert and can
be easily cleaved to ensure relatively uncontaminated surfaces that possess only
submonolayer concentrations of carbon and oxygen [1]. Ideally, no dangling bonds
nor surface states exist at the basal plane surfaces of these metal dichalcogenides
and no reconstruction at the surface is required for minimizing the local energy
along the cleavage planes. Consequently, the atomic images and spectroscopic data
obtained by the STM 2,t the surface reflect the symmetry and local density of states
that also exists inside the bulk.
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Figure 1.1: Atomic resolution image of MOS2 depicting individual sulfur atoms in
a hexagonal lattice. The lattice constant of 3.3 A is observed with STM using a
sample bias of -.5 V, a setpoint current of 2.4 nA, operating in current mode, with
a scan area of 13 A.
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The usefulness of the STM in probing features an order of magnitude larger
than atomic structure is exemplified in Fig. 1.2 where a monolayer film prepared
in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) of the so called "buckyballs" or C60 molecules are
shown to be arranged in small arrays of sixfold symmetry on a Au substrate. These
larger carbon molecules, measured here to be about 11

A in diameter, reproducibly

exhibit intramolecular features likely due to preferential electron transfer from the
metal substrate [2]. The structure of the C60 molecule, a truncated icosahedron or
"soccer ball" shaped entity with 60 vertices, each occupied by one carbon atom,
forms a highly symmetric cage which is shown in the inset of Fig. 1.2.
The application of the STM as a probe of larger topographical features is
evidenced by Fig. 1.3 and 1.4 which display nanometer sized posts fabricated in
single GaAsJ AIGaAs quantum wells for the study of quantum confinement effects
in quantum dots [3]. Randomly deposited and ordered arrays of spherical colloidal
particles serve as etching masks during reactive ion etching to produce columnar
protrusions in the semiconductor surface which were coated with a thin conducting
film of Au and imaged with the scanning tunneling microscope. The randomly
distributed nanostructures shown in Fig. 1.3, appear to be 300 nm wide and 25 nm
high. The similarity in the profile of each feature suggests that the lack of sharpness
of the tip on a macroscopic scale effectively produces a convolution of the tip and
the sample geometries so that each feature appears to replicate the conical shape
of the tip. Ordered two-dimensional arrays of microspheres have produced GaAs
nanostructures arranged in a hexagonally close packed geometry as seen in Fig. 1.4.
where the spacing between the structures and their height are measured to be about
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Figure 1.2: Image of C60 molecules in hexagonal arrangement on gold foil. Preparation involved deposition of C60 dissolved in touluene on substrate under ambient
conditions. Imaging was conducted with Vb = -135 mV and IT = 0.8 nA and a
scan size of 16 nm. Inset depicts carbon bonding of fullerene molecule.
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Figure 1.3: GaAs quantum dots formed by reactive ion etching. Random arrangement of dots achieved by depositing a colloidal solution of latex spheres that serve
as an etching mask. After etching and removing the mask, the GaAs sample was
coated with Au to allow STM imaging at Vb = 80 mV and h = 1.9 nA.
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Figure 1.4: GaAs quantum dots in a hexagonal arrangement [3] formed by using
polystryene coating preceding the etching process. Again, GaAs was coated with a
conducting layer of Au to facillitate tunneling for imaging with STM using·Vb = -.7
V and IT = 1.5 nA in height mode.
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75 nm and 100 nm respectively.
Aside from simply plotting the atomic and topographical profiles of surfaces
the STM is useful is sensing various other physical effects at the surface. This instrument can indirectly map magnetic domains with the use of a colloidal suspension of
small ferromagnetic particles known as ferrofluid [4]. Upon application, the ferromagnetic particles cluster around regions of high magnetic field gradient, producing
an outline of the magnetic features of the sample as can be seen in Fig. 1.5 where
the magnetic domains of an experimental substrate are visible. After being treated
with the ferrofluid solution these specimens were coated with a thin conducting film
of gold to enable tunneling. Although the ferrofluid particles can be manufactured
as small as 8 nm, clumping limits the resolution of this technique to about 100 nm
which was achieved while imaging the DAT (Digital Audio Tape) tape shown in Fig.
1.6.
Since the STM is sensitive to the distribution of electrons on the surface
of conducting materials, the probe is capable of detecting spatially periodic modulations of the electronic charge density otherwise known as charge density waves
(CDW). The CDW is a collective mode which arises from electron-phonon interactions where a periodic potential associated with a periodic lattice distortion is
accompanied by a modulation of the charge density [5]. Figure 1.7 presents an STM
image of the two-dimensional CDW observed on the cleaved surface of TaS 2 , another
transition metal dichalcogenide. The CDW observed shows distinctive hexagonal
symmetry with spacing of 1.2 nm, consistent with the results of other studies [6].
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Figure 1.5: Image of a magnetic sample coated with a ferrofluid solution and a
conducting layer of gold. STM images (48J.Lmx48J.Lm) were attained using Vb = -.8
V and IT = 1.8 nA.
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Figure 1.6: Image of DAT tape coated with a ferrofluid solution and a conducting
layer of gold. STM image (7.6J.lmx7.6fLm) obtained in height mode using sample
bias of -.8V and current of 1.8 nA.
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Figure 1.7: Image of charge density waves in cleaved TaS2, imaged in ultra-high
vacuum using current mode with Vb = 40 mV and IT = 2 nA with STM. The scan
size is 4.4 nm.
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The publication of the various examples cited above are listed in Table 1.1.
These endeavors, nevertheless, represent only a small fraction of the applications of
STM as a scientific research instrument. Countless ongoing studies involving STM
and SPM are recorded daily in this tremendously expanding field. STM and SPM
technology is currently employed in the investigation of epitaxially grown metal and
semiconductor films and in the analysis of the nucleation and growth of molecular clusters and adsorbates on the surface of clean substrates. Biological molecules
such as DNA and proteins, and numerous organics including liquid crystals and
Langmuir-Blodgett films as well as semiconductor heterostructures, magnetic media and superconductors are some examples of the various materials explored with
STM. Today, scanning tunneling microscopes can operate in aqueous solutions, at
temperatures as low as 4 K and as high as 900 0 C, and of course, in vacuum, offering
a wide range of environments, each appropriate for selected experiments.
Another significant application of STM is nanolithography, the controlled
modification of the surface on a nanometer scale. When a voltage transient is applied
to a gold tip, a gold dot can be deposited or a pit formed on the sample surface [96].
The mechanism responsible for this effect is field evaporation where the high electric
field in the tunnel junction forces atoms to be ejected from the tip or sample. This
effect is naturally enhanced by the close proximity of the substrate since at such
close range the atomic potentials of the two surfaces overlap leading to a lowering of
the energy barrier for field evaporation [8]. Figure 1.8 illustrates the ability of the
STM to both fabricate orderly patterns of nanometer scale structures on the sample
surface and to characterize them as well.
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Figure 1.8: Image of dots written on gold substrate using gold tip. Gold
nano-features created by pulsing Au tip with 3.5 V transients lasting 150 ns. Substrate surface composed of a 56 nm Au film evaporated onto a mica sheet heated to
3400 C. STM image conducted in height mode with Vb = 124 mV and h = 1.8 nA.
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1.2

Description of the Scanning Tunneling Microscope

Conceptually, the workings of the scanning tunneling microscope are quite elementary. The fundamental components comprising the STM itself, being minimal, classify this device as a simple but elegant system which is both rugged and easy to
operate. The tunneling junction itself is essentially composed of two electrodes, the
tip and the sample, which are typically positioned about 1-10 A apart. A schematic
of the basic STM design is diagramed in Fig. 1.9. A voltage bias, usually ranging
from 20 m V for conductors to 3 V for semiconducting materials, is applied to the
sample to induce the tunneling of electrons through the air gap. This tunneling
phenomenon, a quantum mechanical effect that applies to the case of atomic scale
structures, gives rise to a current which is amplified by a preamp and used to the
control the instrument and display the image.
The STM probe is merely a PtIr or W wire cut or etched to a sharp point
where ideally a single atom resides at the apex, since the ultimate resolution of the
imaging is governed by the sharpness of the tip. This tip is secured to a piezoelectric
element, a device controlled by a high voltage that expands or contracts according
to the polarity and magnitude of the driving voltage applied to it. The piezo raster
scans in the x and y directions so that a region of the sample can be examined.
Tunneling theory predicts that the current is exponentially dependent on
the spacing between the tip and the sample. This extreme sensitivity to separation
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Figure 1.9: Schematic of STM.
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facilitates high resolution measurements of the height of surface features. As the
tip scans over the sample, corrugations in surface topography and local density of
states produce variations in the tunneling current which, when plotted, replicate
the original surface contours. To prevent the tip from colliding into the sample, the
tunneling current signal is monitored and the z position of the piezo is adjusted to
maintain a constant gap separating the tip and sample. The height variations of
the piezo, which reflect the surface topography and local density of states are then
displayed producing fake color images.
Two modes of operation of the STM have just been described: the height
mode where the signal that is displayed is the voltage signal that drives the z
motion of the piezo, and the current mode where the tunneling current is recorded
as a representation of the structure of the sample surface. The height mode is used
to image the topographical variations over broader regions of a sample ranging from
about 50 nm to 50 pm. Typically, the surface is highly corrugated so the tip is
scanned across the sample slowly and a strong feedback is employed to adjust the

z position of the tip to navigate above large obstacles. The user establishes the
desired gap spacing by specifying a current level to be maintained. As mentioned
above, the voltage signal that drives the z motion of the piezo is then displayed
yielding a direct image of the topography of the surface.
In the other mode of operation, designed to attain atomic resolution images
over smaller regions of the sample about 1-40 nm across, the feedback is significantly reduced and the tip is rapidly scanned across the surface. As the electron
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density varies over different sites on the sample due to the periodic wavefunction
of the crystalline sample, the tunneling current will fluctuate fast enough so that
the feedback cannot introduce adjustments to the vertical position of the tip. By
directly plotting this tunneling current signal, a map of the atomic structure of the
sample will be retrieved.

1.3

Tunneling Theory

As mentioned above, the ability of the STM to sense minute variations in the height
of surface features, originates from the extreme sensitivity of the tunneling current
to the separation between the two electrodes, the tip and sample. For the case
of two semi-infinite metal electrodes, separated by a gap spacing s, the functional
dependence of the tunneling current density is defined [9] by

(1.1)

where

(1.2)

JL

= (e/h)2(2m)1/2 and <Pave is the mean work function of the two electrodes.

From

this expression one can deduce that the tunneling current is diminished about an
order of magnitude for each angstrom that the gap widens. It is also apparent that
the junction is ohmic since the current density is linearly proportional to the applied
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voltage. Note that these results are applicable for the case of normal tunneling where
the bias voltage is smaller than the work function of the material, as opposed to field
emission where high voltage biases are employed. Naturally a more precise model of
the tunneling process that occurs between the tip and sample is desirable, however,
the simplicity of this expression for semi-infinite parallel metallic surfaces accounts
for its wide usage to describe STM operation.
A more elaborate model that takes into account the three dimensional nature of the actual junction and the finite size of the tip, but also involves complicated
numerical analysis to be effective for simulating STM operation and theoretically
recreating image profiles, can be realized by characterizing the end of t:be tip with a
specific electronic wavefunction. The tunneling current can then be obtained by ineluding the contribution from all relevant states of the tip and sample by employing
the expression [10]:

(1.3)

where j{E} = [1

+ e(E-E/)/k6T]-1

is the Fermi distribution function, EJI and Ev are

the energy of the initial and final states J-L and v and V is the voltage across the
barrier. MJlv, the tunneling matrix element between two states is computed from

[11]
(1.4)

by integrating over the area of any plane in the barrier region. Here 1JI JI and 1JI v are
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the wavefunctions of the initial and final states.
The wavefunctions for the tip are typically d-band wavefunctions since the
tip is most commonly composed of ad-band material like Pt, Ir or W, where approximately 85% of the density of states at the Fermi level reside in the d-band [12].
Atomic resolution imaging of metals surfaces is predicted by theory for these d-band
tips [13]. Also it has been shown that the matrix element,

1M/wi, appearing in Eq.

1.3, is proportional to the derivative of the sample wavefunction evaluated at the
center of the tunneling atom for either p- or d-type wavefunctions [13].
Although STM enables the characterization of the physical and electronic
structure of surfaces, an even more promising goal is to be able to identify individual
species, be they atoms, molecules, or clusters and to discriminate between different
materials with atomic resolution. Traditionally, optical spectroscopy has been a
powerful tool for identifying chemical composition. Therefore, techniques combining
optical spectroscopy with scanning probe microscopy would appear to offer a strong
possibility of achieving this goal. As an initial step toward that end, the remainder
of this work investigates optical interactions with scanning tunneling microscopy
with the intention of better understanding how light affects the output of the STM
for different samples as well as how light can be emitted from the STM, possibly
providing additional information about the surfaces examined.
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CHAPTER 2
ILLUMINATION OF THE
TUNNEL JUNCTION

2.1

Thermal Expansion

Often the most noticeable result of illuminating the tunneling junction of an STM
is the thermal expansion of the tip and the sample. Focusing light onto the tip
and sample heats these surfaces and causes the two solids to expand, reducing the
separation between them. Since the tunneling current is exponentially dependent
on the gap spacing, as the distance between the tip and the sample is reduced, the
signal increases.
The results of exposing the tunnel junction to a modulated laser source are
shown in Fig. 2.10 where the tunneling current displayed in (a) for an applied bias of
10mV and in (c) for a bias voltage of -10mV can be com pared to the intensity of the
chopped beam, shown in (b). In both cases the magnitude of the tunneling current
is enhanced for the period of time when photons are incident upon the junction; in
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Figure 2.10: Modulation of the tunneling current due to chopped laser illumination.
The intensity of the laser signal is depicted in (b), with curves (a) and (c) being the
tunneling current for Vb = 10 mV and Vb = -10 mY, respectively, where IT = 5
nA. The black curves represent the current signal during irradiation compared to
the grey curves which show the case for no illumination.
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the first instance, producing a greater flow of current from the sample to the tip and
in the latter case, causing the strength of the tunneling current signal directed from
the tip to the sample to be increased. Clearly, while polarity of the bias establishes
the direction of the tunneling current flow, the illumination reduces the gap, due
to the photothermal expansion, and consequently increases the magnitude of this
current.
The scope trace presented here also displays the average tunneling current
without illumination which is 5 nA. Note that the actual oscillation of the tunneling
current due to the modulated illumination extends below this setpoint current level.
This deviation can be attributed to the feedback of the STM which, although being
attenuated for this particular measurement, appears to be adjusting the piezo to
compensate for the excess signal during the period of illumination by increasing the
gap separation. When the light is instantaneously blocked by the chopper, however,
the gap remains too large to maintain the desired 5 nA setpoint.
The actual change in the gap spacing D.s produced by the heating can
be estimated from the plot of i vs s, shown in Fig. 2.11, which documents the
relationship between the gap spacing and the measured tunneling current. The
magnitude of the average value of the tunneling current without illumination, 5 nA,
is mapped on the plot and marked 'DC Setpoint'. The enhanced tunneling current
of about 1 nA due to the photothermal expansion is also indicated on the plot. This
difference in tunneling current is the result of a modulation of the gap spacing D.s,
estimated by the plot to be about 0.8

A.
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This observed thermal expansion cannot be a result of surface displacement
of the sample alone which according to theoretical calculations is minimal. A simple
estimate of the expansion h of a volume upon illumination is given by [14, 15, 16]

h

= P(f3/ pC)(l- R)(1/27rAf)

(2.5)

where P is the incident power, f3 the thermal expansion coefficient, p the density,

C the heat capacity, R the reflectivity, A the area of the illuminated region, and

f the modulation frequency of the incident light. Focusing a 1.4 mW beam from
a HeNe laser modulated at 1 kHz onto a spot approxiinately 200 pm in diameter
on the graphite surface will, according to this crude expression, produce a 0.1

A

displacement of the surface. This negligible displacement is not consistent with the
observed variation in the tunneling current and indicates that the thermal expansion
of the tip, and not the sample, is likely to be the dominant contributor to this effect.
Before attempting to quantify the displacement of the tip under illumination
note the 1/f and R dependency of the thermal expansion given in equation (2.5).
Typical of thermal effects, which are much slower in comparison to electronic effects,
the 1/ f dependency can be used both to identify and control the influence of the
thermal contributions. Furthermore, the type of material, and in particular its
absorption or reflection properties as well as the wavelength of the incident light,
will determine the strength of various photo-induced effects.
To estimate the displacement of the tip under direct illumination, the tip
is modeled as a rod of length I which is heated at one end, (z = 0) by a periodic
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heat How with magnitude PIA, where P quantifies the incident power. The rod

= I where

is attached to a heat sink at z

the temperature T(l) is held constant,

simulating the effect of the tip holder which acts as a large thermal reservoir for the
tip. The temperature at any point along the length of the rod T{z) can be solved
[17] allowing the thermal expansion

~l

to be computed using the relation
1

~l = fJ 10 T(z)dz.

(2.6)

The amplitude of ~l for this case is given by the following equation [131] :

~1(f)1

=

fJl2 P

2A",(f / 10)

(

(1 - 2cos( J 1/ lo)cosh( J

I / 10)) 1/2

1 + 2--======----~=-

cos(2J1/10)

where", is the thermal conductivity and

10

+ cosh(2J1/10)

(2.7)

is the cutoff frequency denoted by the

expressIOn

10

"'/(rrI2pc)
-

'Y/(rrI2).

(2.8)

Here c is the specific heat of the rod material and 'Y is the thermal diffusivity
defined by 'Y = ",/(pc). A plot of the tunneling current signal as it varies during
a sweep of the modulation frequency of a diode laser illuminating the junction is
presented in Fig. 2.12. The

1/1

dependence, represented by the 10dB/decade

decline and characteristic of a thermal response, is distinctly observable across the
entire spectrum, ranging from 1 Hz to 1000 Hz. As such, the cutoff frequency

10, is

taken to be 1 Hz, consistent with the claims of other studies [17] and can be used to
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determine an effective tip length I for the model and also directly employed in the
calculation of ~l.
The theoretical value of a tip displacement of 0.2

A, calculated for a Pt tip

[19] and obtained from eq. (2.7), is in the range of the actual measured displacement
of 0.8

A but

noticeably underestimates the magnitude of the thermal expansion.

This discrepancy can be explained in part by the fact that the amplitude of the
oscillating signal displayed in Fig. 2.10, from which the theoretical estimates of
tip displacement are compared, fluctuated constantly during the measurements,
as did the i vs s curves presented in Fig. 2.11. To clearly illustrate the effects
of thermal expansion, a tunneling current plot with especially large modulation,
which may have been an extreme case, was chosen despite the fact that it may
not be consistent with the typical i-s plot given in Fig. 2.11. It is also possible
that the simple model may not perfectly quantify the magnitude of the heating
and expansion of the tip. More likely, however, thermal expansion alone does not
account for the entire current modulation observed, rather, other effects such as
photo-assisted tunneling or photoconductivity effects in the sample, which will be
discussed in the following sections, may contribute to the current enhancement as
well.
Nevertheless, the thermal expansion of the tip appears to be the dominant
factor in the signal shown in Fig. 2.10. Likewise, according to eq. (2.8), choosing a
tip with a large effective length and a small thermal diffusivity 'Y will ensure a low
cutoff frequency and may slightly reduce the effects of thermal expansion. Operating
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at a high frequency is, however, the most effective means of minimizing the influence
of photothermal effects.
The simple model used above also enables one to estimate the local temperature at the end of the tip by employing the relation

PI [COSh(2 J 1/10(1- z}/l} - cos(2J1/10(1- Z}/l}] 1/2
T(z} = AK
2(1/ 10)(cos(2J1/ lo} + cosh(2J1 / lo}}

(2.9)

to conclude that the temperature only rises by approximately O.04K. In comparison,
the temperature rise of the graphite surface due to laser illumination is estimated
to be about O.002K.

2.2

Thermal Voltage and Chemical Potential Shifts

Another consequence of the rise in temperature of the tip and sample upon illumination is the generation of a thermally induced voltage across the tunnel junction.
These circumstance are directly analogous to the common thermocouple comprising
two metal elements of differing composition, joined at one point that is heated to
produce a voltage between the other ends of the elements (See Fig 2.13). The tip
and the sample, typically composed of dissimilar materials, are virtually in contact
at the tunnel junction where they are exposed to a confined beam of light which
slightly elevates the temperature of the region above the temperature of the remaining system. As a result, a small voltage can be measured between the tip holder
and the sample holder which are both at room temperature.
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Figure 2.13: Diagram of a thermocouple. The total thermovoltage VTC includes
the voltage drops VA and VB across the individual elements A and B when the
temperature of the junction T is raised tJ..T above To.
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In a normal thermocouple, which is composed of two separate thermoelements A and B, the induced emf is characterized by the Seebeck coefficients SA and
SB of the individual components and quantified using the relation [21, 22]

(2.10)

where T is the temperature of the contact between the two elements and To is
the temperature at the other ends. From this equation it is evident that the two
thermo elements must be composed of dissimilar materials and that no emf will be
produced under isothermal conditions.
The origin of this thermoelectric effect can be visualized by considering a
single element, for example, a strip of metal or semiconductor with a net thermal
gradient between its endpoints. With one end hotter than the other, energetic
electrons will diffuse from the hot region to the cooler one and create a potential
difference across the element. Furthermore, the Fermi energy or chemical potential
of the material, which decreases slightly with increasing temperature, will shift,
causing a difference in the Fermi level between the two ends, resulting in another
contribution to the potential difference across the element. The latter effect is
always the most dominant, being more pronounced, however, in semiconductors
than metals. The open circuit potential created in a single element under a thermal
gradient is characterized by the absolute Seebeck coefficient, S = dV/dT (IlV;oC)
[21, 22].
A thermocouple is merely two thermoelements fused at one point. When
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this junction is heated or cooled, each element develops a potential voltage across
its length and both contribute to the net potential between the two leads of the
thermocouple. In an STM both the tip and sample act as thermoelements, as seen
in Fig. 2.14, but a voltage drop will also exist across the tunnel junction as well as
along the length of the tip and the sample. Another way to visualize the thermally
induced voltage across the junction is to consider that at room temperature when
the tip and the sample are in such great proximity, as in the case of the two-way
electron tunneling, the electronic states of each material begins to interact, becoming
strongly coupled and their electrochemical potentials tend to equalize [23, 24]. When
the junction is heated, the chemical potentials in each of the solids shift by a separate
amount, depending on the intrinsic properties of the material. This disparity in the
chemical potential levels results in a voltage difference of

fT (dJ-lT/dT - dJ-ls/dT)dT

iTo

(Volts)

(2.11)

which is distributed in some manner both across the tunnel junction and along the
lengths of the tip and the sample. If the tip is in perfect contact with the sample,
as in a crash, the potential drop between the tunnel junction and the other ends of
the tip and the sample will account for the entire voltage generated by the offset in
the electrochemical potential, otherwise a portion of this voltage will be established
across the gap.
Since the thermocouple picture appears helpful in describing the thermoelectric phenomena, the application of the Seebeck coefficients to quantify the strength
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Figure 2.14: Thermocouple model of an STM junction. When the STM junction is
heated to a temperature T by irradiation, the thermal voltage includes voltage drops
across the tip and sample as well as across the junction. The tunneling current will
only be effected by the value of VJunction.
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of this effect seems natural. This approach was employed by Weaver and Wickramasinghe [26] who investigated the local absorption properties of a Au film by measuring
the thermoelectric voltage generated between the tip holder and the sample holder
while illuminating the tunnel junction with light from an Argon and a Helium-Neon
laser. Their results indicated that the wavelength dependency of the thermovoltage
followed the calculated optical absorption spectrum of a Au film. Interestingly, the
thermovoltage measured in this experiment was unchanged when the W tip was
driven into the Au film, indicating that the thermoelectric potential was mainly
distributed across the length of the tip and the sample as in a regular thermocouple
where the thermo elements were in contact. Consequently the authors seemed justified in applying the standard Seebeck coefficients for a theoretical estimation of
the thermovoltages. Weaver and Wickramasinghe [26] also scanned the surface and
recorded the thermovoltage signal but observed little contrast in the image.
A significant assumption was maintained by Weaver and Wickramasinghe
who presumed that the tip and the sample were in thermodynamic equilibrium while
tunneling. They argued that the minute separation in the gap enabled sufficient heat
exchange between the tip and the sample to permit the temperatures to equalize,
claiming that no difference in the thermovoltage was observed when the tip was
crashed into the surface. They suggested that the thermal state of the tip was
not altered by the contact. They also noted that the thermoelectric coefficient
obtained by measurement, 3 J-lV /K, agreed with the published [21, 25] value for
standard gold-tungsten junctions which is 0.82 J-lV /K, implying that the tunneling
junction in thermodynamic terms mimicked a regular thermocouple where the two
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thermo elements are at the same temperature.
With the tip isolated from the sample, the temperature independently
achieved by the two components upon heating by the laser will not be identical
because of the dissimilarity in their physical shape and dimensions. The rise in the
temperature of the sample can be computed from the equation

T = 2P/(mw)

where P is again optical power,

K,

(2.12)

thermal conductivity, and a diameter of the beam

profile [27]. The estimate obtained for a graphite sample under these conditions,
0.002 K, is different from the 0.04 K increase calculated for the tip. The extent
that these two values converge when their separation approaches zero depends on
the amount of heat transfer between the two solids. When the heated tip is in close
proximity to the sample, the tip temperature is reduced by the thermal coupling
between the tip and the specimen [28, 29, 30]. The thermal loading of the tip temperature is a function of the gap and escalates dramatically as the spacing between
the tip and the surface diminishes. With the tip in the tunneling range the temperature of the tip will approach the temperature of the sample but with a finite
separation between the two solids, perfect thermodynamic equilibrium will not be
achieved.
This finite temperature differential between the tip and sample will result
in an additional contribution to the thermoelectric voltage which originates within
the tunneling gap. A difference in the temperature of the tip and the sample will
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cause the disparity in chemical potential of the two solids to be enlarged. Leaven
and Aers [31] evaluated the thermopower produced upon maintaining a temperature
differential between the electrodes of the tunnel junction and they estimate 20-140
mV /I< for 1-5 nm gaps. They also analyzed the distance dependency demonstrating
an increase in thermovoltage with gap spacing.
The thermoelectric voltage produced within the gap by illuminating the
tunnel junction with a laser will naturally cause a perturbation in the tunneling
current which is determined essentially by the resistance of the gap. Only that
voltage which exists across the gap, and not the potentials produced along the
length of the tip and the sample, will contribute to the additional flow of tunneling
current due to the thermoelectric voltage. In fact, without applying any bias to the
junction, a measurable tunneling current will be induced as a result of the thermally
generated voltage. The size of this potential can be quantified by applying a voltage
bias to the sample to negate the thermovoltage and force the tunneling current to
be zero.
A simple experiment was conducted to measure the laser induced thermovoltage between a PtIr tip and a MoS 2 layered semiconductor substrate by modulating the sample bias between 0 and 100 mV while monitoring the tunneling current
with a box car averager. An additional voltage offset was applied to the sample
to nullify the tunneling current during the zero bias portion of the cycle. This
voltage level, 100-400 /-lV, represented the positive thermovoltage generated within
the junction that was illuminated with a 1 mW HeNe laser. Assuming that the
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junction was heated to 0.04 K, the temperature rise associated with the tip during
similar laser exposure, a coefficient of approximately 6 mV

rC is attained.

Note

that synchronous detection is essential for discriminating the weak effects of the
thermoelectric voltage across the gap from the inherent noise in the junction, since
the Johnson noise, which is the dominant source of noise, is roughly 162 p,V for a
gap with resistance of 100 M

n.

In comparison, Williams and Wickramasinghe [23, 24] observed a 10 m V
thermovoltage between the tip holder and the sample holder when the sample was
directly heated to 10

°c

above room temperature. In this case synchronous de-

tection was not required to sense this large signal, however, contributions to the
measured voltage resulted from the potentials along the tip and the sample as well
as the small voltage across the gap. Nevertheless, the 6 mV

rC voltage offset pro-

duced from the laser irradiation experiment discussed above, curiously exceeds the
1 mV

rC

value measured by Williams and Wickramasinghe who simply heated

the substrate. Apparently, separate phenomena associated with the illumination of
the junction result in a further enhancement of the signal. Surface photovoltage,
observed in other experiments involving MoS 2 [32], is the most likely candidate responsible for the additional contribution. Theoretically, clean MoS 2 , which ideally
possesses no surface states and consequently experiences no band bending, is unlikely to develop a photovoltage. However, only minimal contamination of carbon
and hydrocarbon, routinely encountered under ambient conditions, are sufficient to
produce the surface states required to enable band bending and small photo-induced
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band bending effects [33]. A separate section dedicated to the discussion of the photovoltaic phenomena is included in this chapter. In the next section, the theory and
mechanics involving the photovoltaic phenomena are thoroughly developed and the
surface photovoltage generated upon illuminating another layered semiconductor,
WSe2, is demonstrated.
Nevertheless, the experiments conducted by Williams and Wickramasinghe,
in which the sample was directly heated, eliminated the influence of any photoinduced effect and only probe the actual thermovoltage generated. While scanning
the surface of molybdenum disulfide and graphite, Williams and Wickramasinghe
observed variations in the thermoelectic voltage originating from fluctuations in the
chemical potential on the atomic scale. Since the chemical potential of the tip remained essentially constant during the scan, the authors assumed that the only
parameter that would contribute to variations over such small spatial scales would
be the df-ls/ dT term. Although the thermal conductivity would fluctuate across the
sample, typical variations would occur across grain boundaries in polycrystalline
materials and across dislocations [30] and not over atomic dimensions. The modulation in the chemical potential as the sample was scanned produced a signal variation
of 20 f-lV for graphite and 300 f-lV for molybdenum disulfide. These modulations in
the signal allowed the thermoelectic potential to be mapped with atomic resolution.
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2.3

P hotovolt age

The previous section described how irradiation can produce a measurable tunneling
current due to a thermally induced voltage offset and it further suggested that a
separate phenomena, surface photovoltage, which results from a shift in the band
bending at the surface of semiconductors upon illumination, may contribute an additional voltage as well. In this section, a discussion of the photovoltaic effects
observed upon illumination of the STM tunnel junction between the tip and a semiconductor sample will be presented.
A Schottky barrier will likely form when a metal comes into contact with a
semiconductor and, in the case of an STM tunnel junction, between a metal tip and
a semiconductor sample that are separated by less than 10

A.

The theory dealing

with the formation of a metal-insulator-semiconductor (MIS) junction [34] is directly
relevant to the description of the tip/semiconductor junction in an STM. One starts
with the energy band diagram, shown in Fig. 2.15, for an electrically neutral metal
and a semiconductor, separated from each other, where the semiconductor is n-type
with a work function less than that of the metal, and it is also assumed that no
surface states are present. If the metal and semiconductor are connected electrically
by a wire, charge transfer between the semiconductor sample and the metal tip
will force the two Fermi levels to equalize. This effect will cause a shift in the
bands at the surface of the semiconductor with respect to the bulk, known as band
bending, as well as causing a disparity in the energies of electrons at rest outside
the surfaces of the tip and the sample, as can be seen in Fig. 2.113. Even in the
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Figure 2.15: Energy diagram of a neutral STM tunnel junction when the tip and
sample are separated by a large enough distance to prevent electronic interaction.
EF is the Fermi level, ¢ the work function and X the electron affinity. Ev and Ee
are the valence and conduction band energy levels.
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Figure 2.16: Band bending of energy levels at an STM tunnel junction. Band
bending induced by the formation of a junction where the metal and semiconductor
separation 0 is reduced enough to allow electronic interaction. Vi is the contact
potential and w is the width of the depletion region.
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absence of any externally applied bias, an electron in the gap near the tip will be at
a higher, more negative potential than an electron in the gap at the surface of the
sample. In contrast, an electron on the surface of the sample will be at a higher,
more negative potential than an electron in the bulk of the semiconductor due to
the tip-induced electrostatic field created in the vacuum and in the space charge
region of the semiconductor sample. These electric fields, directed from the right
to the left, are essentially a result of the difference in the tip and the sample work
function.
The electrostatic potential difference, Vi, between the surfaces of the metal
and semiconductor is defined by Vi

= sEj where 8

is the gap spacing and Ej is the

field within the gap. The surface or diffusion potential, ltd, which quantifies the
band bending in the absence of surface states, is given by the equation [35]:

(2.13)

where ~<I>

= <I>m -

(Xs

+ Fn)

and

80

= (EO/Es)W with <I>m, the work function of the

metal, XS and Fn , the electron affinity and the energy difference between the bulk
conduction band, respectively, and the Fermi level in the semiconductor defined in
Fig. 2.15. V is the external bias voltage,
and

EO

and

Es

W

the width of the space charge region

are the dielectric constants of the semiconductor and in vacuum.

Associated with the electric field in the semiconductor is a positive space
charge region at the surface, as conduction electrons recede into the n-type bulk,
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vacating uncompensated positive donor ions in a region depleted of electrons. Similarly, negative charge will accumulate on the surface of the metal. The conduction
electrons will reside on the surface of the metal in a region defined by the ThomasFermi screening distance which is about

fV

0.5 Adeep, while the depletion layer in the

semiconductor will be significantly wider. Since the donor concentration of electrons
is substantially less than in the metal, the uncompensated donors are distributed
across a substantially thicker region in the semiconductor sample as depicted in Fig.
2.16.

Band bending at the surface of a semiconductor will often occur even in the
absence of any metal contact due to the presence of surface states. At the surface of
a solid the bulk periodic potential, from which the conventional conduction/valence
band structure originates, is abruptly terminated producing surface states which
may dwell in the forbidden band gap. Charge from the bulk will naturally diffuse
into these midgap surface states causing the formation of a subsurface space-charge
layer in the semiconductor. An electric field is produced in the space-charge layer
which changes the potential energy of the electrons, so that the energy level of the
valence and the conduction bands bend between the bulk and the surface.
A more detailed quantitative approach that explains this band bending
in the semiconductor as a result of the presence of surface states can be realized
by considering that the atoms at the surface, having unterminated covalent bonds
known as "dangling bonds" can either give up or accept an electron. Consequently,
there should be twice as many surface states as there are surface atoms and surface
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charge neutrality should be established when half of the surface states, indicated by
the neutral level, <Po, shown in Fig. 2.17, are occupied. The position of the Fermi
level EF with respect to this neutral level, <Po, dictates the net charge at the surface.
If EF is above <Po, a net negative charge will remain on the surface while the depletion
region becomes positively charged as much of the majority carrier population will
be transferred to the interior of the n-type semiconductor. This effect produces an
electric field in the semiconductor which causes upward bending of the energy bands
over the depleted region.
Surface states at the interface of a MIS junction will alter the band bending
that may already be present as a result of the metal contact. The negative charge
created on the surface of the metal, Qm, as a result of the difference in work functions
of the metal and semiconductor must now be equal and opposite to the sum of
positive charge from the uncompensated donors Qd in the semiconductor depletion
region, plus the charge in the surface states Qss, in order to maintain electrical
neutrality of the junction. As such

(2.14)

where Qss, as described above, is defined by the Fermi level which is constant
throughout the barrier region. If the neutral level <Po happens to be below the Fermi
level, as was shown in Fig. 2.17 for the semiconductor surface, the surface states
contain a net negative charge and Qd therefore must be more positively charged
than if the surface states were absent. This means that the depletion region and the
band bending will be correspondingly increased, effectively pushing <Po towards EF
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Figure 2.17: Band bending of energy levels at a surface due to surface states. The
excess occupied surface states will cause electrons to vacate the region within a
distance of w from the surface, causing the bands to bend. <P is the neutral level for
the surface states (see text for detailed explanation.)
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E F • This effect is known as Fermi level pinning. Consequently, in the

case where a high density of surface states lies in the bulk band gap, band bending
will not be controlled so much by the difference in work function between the two
solids as by the Fermi level pinning which may result from dangling bonds on the
surface or impurity states in the band gap [36]. As we shall see later in this section,
however, for samples with a low density of surface states, the field from the tip can
locally unpin the Fermi level.
Regardless of the origin of the band bending, light incident on the surface of
a semiconductor possessing a finite space charge region will modify the band bending
and in turn generate a voltage. Incident photons will create electron-hole pairs as
far as

rv

106

A into

the bulk [37]. Those pairs that are excited within the space-

charge region will separate and drift in different directions in the electric field within
the depletion layer. If the band bending is directed upwards, as in the case for an
n-type semiconductor, electrons will be whisked off into the bulk, leaving a positive
charge at the interface [38]. The new field created between these displaced pairs
of charge is directed opposite to the electric field within the space charge region,
as can be seen in Fig. 2.18, and consequently, the band bending is reduced. This
potential difference can be measured at the junction as a photo-induced voltage.
This surface photovoltage, on the order of several hundred millivolts, is enough to
drive a noticeable tunneling current through the junction even in the absence of any
externally applied bias.
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Figure 2.18: Band diagram depicting the photo-excitation of an electron in a semiconductor. The electron created by the incident photon is wisked off by the strong
field in the depletion region. The new distribution of charge creates an additional
field, the photovoltage, which opposes the band bending.
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Detecting the tunneling current flow across an STM junction that was illuminated with laser light enabled the surface photovoltage in a p-type WSe2 layered
semiconductor to be measured. An experimental arrangement, similar to that employed to measure the thermovoltage in the MoS 2 sample described in the previous
section, allowed the laser-induced voltage between a PtIr tip and a WSe2 substrate
to be probed. The applied bias was modulated between 0 and 100 mV while the
tunneling current was monitored with a box car averager. An additional voltage
offset was applied to the sample to nullify the tunneling current during the zero
bias portion of the cycle. This voltage level, 200-400 mY, represented the negative
photovoltage generated within the junction that was illuminated with a 1 mW HeNe
laser. These measurements of the induced photovoltage are in good agreement with
Moller et al. [39] who also investigated the surface photovoltage generated at the
STM junction for p-type WSe2.
To further study the photovoltaic phenomena present at the STM junction,
a comparison of the voltage dependency of the tunneling current for both the case
with illumination as well as without illumination was recorded [40]. In each case
the STM operated in a mode where the feedback loop was disabled and the z-piezo
position was fixed during the voltage scan. Figure 2.19 displays the standard I - V
curves that were recorded without exposing the junction to laser light. These can be
compared to the curve in Fig. 2.20 where the effects of illumination were explored
by directing a HeNe laser chopped at 1 kHz onto the STM. The large oscillations
in the curves reflect the photo-induced modulation of the tunneling current. Note
that the tip-sample separation established by the STM feedback is actually different
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Figure 2.19: I - Vcurve for unilluminated WSe2 sample. (VB = -1 V, IT = 3.8 nA)
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than that for Fig. 2.19 since illuminating the junction will modify the magnitude
of the tunneling current, forcing the feedback to adjust the z-piezo height to return
the current level to the setpoint value. This explains the slight difference in the
unilluminated curves presented in Fig. 2.19 and the nonilluminated portions of the
chopped I - V curves in Fig. 2.20.
The presence of a negative photovoltage results in a shift in the entire I - V
curve toward the positive sample bias, accounting for the photoresponse encountered
for V

> 250 mV. As a result, for biases above this threshold the tunneling current

is reduced by illumination due to photoinduced negative band bending. The occurrence of a negative current at zero bias also suggests that a photovoltage is present
since in the absence of an applied bias, some other voltage source is required for
the current to flow. The enhanced photo current for V ::; 250 mV, when the junction is effectively reverse biased cannot be explained by the presence of a single
photovoltage offset and will be discussed later in this section and in the section to
follow.
The asymmetry of the curves indicates that thermal expansion is not a
factor. If the photoresponse was a result of thermal expansion, the relative modulation for a given current level would be identical for both bias polarities since,
I::!.i/i ex: I::!.s/s. This relationship, however, was not observed. Thermovoltage is not

likely to be a dominant factor either, since we know that the heating at the junction
is relatively small, much less than 0.1 K, and that thermovoltage effects typically
are an order of magnitude smaller than the signals detected here.
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The actual photovoltage induced upon illuminating the STM can be analyzed quantitatively as well, using simple semiconductor junction models. The
photovoltage for steady state excitation can be described with the general equation

[41]:
(2.15)

where Q is the photo excited charge density that drifts or diffuses into the surface
states which have a lifetime

Tph.

C is the depletion layer capacitance, C

= fs/W,

which accounts for the band bending that may result from Fermi level pinning or
the presence of the metal tip and the formation of a Schottky barrier and, as we
shall see, may be strongly influenced by the local density of surface states.

Gph

is

the generation rate of minority carriers in the depletion layer and within a diffusion
length of the depletion region caused by illumination.

Gph = 10(1 - R)(l - 1

Here 10 is the incident light intensity,
minority carrier diffusion length,

W

Q

e- OW
L

+Q

dill

(2.16)

)

the absorption coefficient,

Ldi/ /

is the

the depletion width and R the reflectivity.

During this process, majority carriers will flow from the bulk into the depletion layer to replace the minority carriers excited upon illumination. In steady
state, the flow of majority carriers Jth , primarily via thermionic emission through
the barrier formed by the bending bands, will be equal to the flow of photo-induced
minority carrier current

Jph.

Knowing the equation for minority carrier genera-

tion and the relation defining the majority carrier current transport via thermionic
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emission [42, 43],

(2.17)

where

(2.18)

Vph, the surface potential under illumination can be solved to yield an exact expression for the photovoltage under steady state conditions:

(2.19)

nkT[ (Jph)
V.ph=--n
q
Jo
A* is the Richardson constant, n is the nonideality factor n

(2.20)

> 1 that allows for devi-

ations from pure thermionic emission, T is the temperature and ¢b is the Schottky
barrier height.
The thermionic replacement of majority carriers is the rate-limiting step in
this process. Based on this model, the time response of the photovoltage can be
estimated from the RC time constant to be on the order of a microsecond, knowing
the appropriate capacitance for the space-charge layer and the instantaneous res istivity of the Schottky barrier [44, 38]. The temporal delay of the photovoltage has
also been measured experimentally to be about 1 J-lsec using ultrafast laser pulsing
and time correlation techniques [44, 38].
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A useful method for identifying the effects of photovoltage on the STM
photo-response is through the intensity dependency of the signal. This relation
[44, 38]
(2.21)
where Ao is a constant, Ao

~

kT/q and 8Q/Q, the ratio of the photoexcited carrier

density to the total carrier density which is proportional to the incident power, can
aid in the determination of the mechanisms responsible for the signal observed when
the junction is illuminated.
So far we have assumed that the photovoltage that is produced is a single
constant potential offset that behaves like a battery in series with the tunnel junction. Other works [42, 43, 45] suggest that this photovoltage is more complex, being
dependent on the tunneling current setpoint and the tip bias. For less conducting materials, the sample will be charged by the tunneling current driven into the
junction. This charging at the surface modifies the band bending and consequently,
directly influences the photovoltage. In these cases, varying the tunneling current
setpoint and the bias polarity will alter the level of photovoltage detected. This
scenario has been observed using Si(100)-2 x 1 substrates which possess a moderate
degree of surface states in the band gap [42].

In other situations, the bias voltage applied to the tip will directly influence
the extent of band bending. For samples, with a limited amount of surface states,
the Fermi pinning will not be the dominant process controlling the band bending
and a Schottky barrier effectively forms at the tunnel junction between the metal tip
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and the semiconductor sample. The presence of the tip locally induces upward or
downward band bending and with a bias applied to the tip, the electric field created
will directly alter this band bending. These results may possibly explain the voltage
dependency of the reverse bias portion of the photo-enhanced signal response shown
in Fig. 2.20 for the WSe2 sample which is likely to have a minimal amount of surface
states. This effect has been reported for samples with a low density of surface states
like Si(100)-2 x 1 and Si(l11)-H. For samples with a high density of surface states,
ie. Si(111)-7 x 7, Fermi pinning dominates the band bending process and the electric
field from the tip is effectively screened by the large density of surface states.
Spatial maps of the surface photovoltage have been attained in numerous
works, some which purport atomic resolution [46, 37, 44, 38, 42, 43, 45] and others
[47, 36, 48] which deny the feasibility of atomic scale spatial variations in photovoltage. This issue has been quite controversial and various mechanisms have be
proposed for the atomic resolution contrast that has been observed including spatial
variations in the rate of surface recombination, the efficiency of optical rectification,
as well as experimental artifacts. These proposed contrast mechanisms have been
since dismissed in lue of other more likely explanations.
Kuk et al. [47, 36] points out that since the concept of surface photovoltage is based on band structure principles, the spatial variation of the photovoltage
should have a characteristic screening length extending over many sites, suggesting
that the intrinsic surface band bending should vary only on length scales of tens of
nanometers, not from atom to atom. Other theories based on local charging [42,43]
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and electrostatic tip-sample interactions [45] claim that the local variation in surface
states at defects in the atomic lattice will directly modify the band bending and the
resultant photovoltage measurements. In the case of Si(lOO)-2 x 1 which experienced
surface charging from the tunneling current, variations in the photovoltage are attributed to charge trapping, where shifts in band bending are produced at defects
which extend the carrier lifetime and enhance the local charging. In the other case,
where the electric field from the metal tip penetrates into the surface and directly
alters the band bending, atomic scale defects will locally increase the density of
surface states which will screen the external fields, enhance the local pinning and
modify the band bending. This effect has been observed with oxygen molecules
adsorbed on Si(111)-7 x 7 structure [43].
In another example, nanometer resolution was attained for a GaAs/ AIGaAs
heterostructure [41]. This low resolution contrast between the wells was attributed
to the variation in band gap for the GaAs and the AIGaAs. Photoelectrons would
diffuse over large distances and ultimately be trapped by potential minima which
corresponded to the lower band gap of the GaAs.
Note that previously nulling techniques were employed to map the photovoltage, however, now it is customary to monitor the tunneling current while modulating the incident irradiation along with independently measuring the conductance
by modulating the voltage bias. The photovoltage is then obtained by dividing out
the conductance;

Yph

ex ~Ilight (:~ )-1 where ~I is the tunneling current modulation

due to the chopped illumination.
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2.4

Photoconductivity

For semiconductor samples, as discussed in the previous section, direct illumination
of the STM junction will alter the electronic properties of the sample as well as those
at the interface between the tip and the sample surface. Primarily, incident photons
will excite electron-hole pairs in the bulk, creating two carriers capable of enlarging the bulk conductivity. In this process, the electron departs from the valence
band leaving a hole behind and, with energy exceeding the band gap, completes the
transition by settling in the conduction band where it may contribute to the flow
of current under an applied bias. The hole remaining in the valence band will also
augment the current flow. Bonnell and Rohrer [49] have demonstrated that illuminating SiC will result in enhanced bulk conductivity at the STM junction due to
the photo-induced band to band electron transitions. In contrast, for doped semiconductor samples, transitions predominantly involve impurity levels: bulk donor
or acceptor defect states. Only a single carrier is generated in this process where an
electron from a donor is excited to the conduction band or a hole from an acceptor
is effectively transferred to the valence band. Bonnell and Rohrer also illustrated
how photo excitation of charge transfer transitions from bulk donor defects in ZnO
enhanced conductivity.
So far only excitation of states in the bulk have been considered since light
will be absorbed up to 100 nm below the surface of these materials. However,
photo excitation of carriers from and to traps at the interface [50] also contributes
to the photoconductivity in a similar manner as discussed above. One significant
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difference is that surface states may exist within the forbidden region, relaxing the
condition that the photon energy must exceed the band gap.
For highly resistive samples, whose lack of conductivity prevents effective
imaging with the STM, photoexcitation of charge carriers in the sample offers a
means of ensuring stable current flow during tunneling. This procedure was proposed
by van de Walle and his collaborators [51] who successfully imaged semi-insulating
GaAs illuminated with a HeNe laser. This process of photoexcitation across the gap
for an intrinsic semiconductor is characterized by the nonequillibrium steady-state
continuity equation

(2.22)

where an equal number of electron and holes were produced and recombination times
for the electrons and holes were assumed to be equivalent:

~n=~p

(2.23)

and

(2.24)

Note that D is the diffusion coefficient which quantifies the ease of carrier flow due
to diffusion through the solid and G is the pair generation rate defined as

G = Fa1](l - R)

(2.25)
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where F is the photon flux, a the absorption coefficient, TJ the quantum yield, and

R is the reflection coefficient. From the excess carrier concentrations, the increase
in conductivity can be determined using t4e equation

(2.26)

where /-Ln and /-Lp are the electron and hole mobilities. In the van de Walle et al.
experiment, the electron mobility exceeded that of the holes by a factor of 20, so
the authors identified this sample as being effectively n-type which seemed to agree
with the static I - V curve produced by the STM. The actual conduction at the
contact is then determined by the spreading resistance in the semiconductor and
can be approximated by

(2.27)

R "" ljas

where land s are the effective length and cross section of the current lines near the
contact which can be estimated to be about 10

A and 25 A respectively.

In addition to considering the enhanced conductivity as a result of extra
electrons and holes in the bulk, the excess carriers in the proximity of the interface
will increase the carriers availability for tunneling. Photogenerated carriers at the
interface as well as those in the bulk will drift or diffuse to the surface where they
can readily tunnel into the tip. Numerical calculations [45, 52], however, disagree
with this conclusion, suggesting that direct tunneling of photo excited carriers is
negligible.
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Space charge effects at the interface, however, are significant factors in the
mechanics of carrier flow at the junction. As was discussed in the previous section,
the band bending at the surface of most semiconducting materials will facilitate the
accumulation of holes or electrons at the interface depending on whether the band
bending is directed upwards or downwards as was illustrated in Fig. 2.18. Basically,
the incident photons create pairs of mobile carriers which drift in different directions
in the depletion layer field gradient and in turn reduce the band bending. As a result,
the width of the depletion region is slightly diminished. In the previous section
we described how this effect manifests itself in the generation of a photovoltage.
Here, we explain that the increased concentation of carriers will modify the local
capacitance and reduce the depletion layer since the depletion depth decreases on
optical absorption with a square root dependence on the number of excitations [49].
Conduction through the reduced depletion region will then becomes easier.
In a series of experiments, an n-type MoS 2 sample was used to investigate
the effects of illumination on the conduction of tunneling current through the STM
junction [40]. Initially, standard I - V curves were recorded without exposing the
junction to laser light. Again, the STM operated in a mode where the z-piezo position was fixed during the voltage scan. The I - V curves for the n-type substrate
depicted in Fig. 2.21, are characteristic of typical metal-insulator-semiconductor
(MIS) junctions which conduct when forward-biased but impede current flow when
negatively biased. In the forward bias, electrons from the donor states in the semiconductor can tunnel into the conduction band of the metal, but when the junction
is reverse biased, the majority carriers in the MoS 2 cannot tunne~ into the completely
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Figure 2.21: I - V curve for unilluminated MoS 2 sample. (VB
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full bands in the metal which are below the Fermi level [53]. This current-voltage
relation for MoS 2 is typical of standard rectifier devices.
The effects of illumination were explored by directing a HeNe laser chopped
at 1 kHz onto the STM and plotting the voltage dependence of the tunneling current
which is shown in Fig. 2.22. The large oscillations in the curves clearly demonstrate
a photo-induced modulation of the tunneling current. Recall, as mentioned in the
previous section, that the tip-sample separation established by the STM feedback
electronics is actually different than that for Fig. 2.21 because the feedback system
will use the average of the modulated tunneling current as the new setpoint.
For the case of n-type MoS 2 , a photoeffect is observable only for positive
sample biases where the junction is effectively reverse biased. Since illuminating
the MoS 2 sample increases the tunneling current only in one bias direction, neither
a single constant photovoltage nor thermovoltage offset, which would cause a shift
in the entire I - V curve, appears to be a dominant contributor to the voltage
dependency. Recall, that previously only a small 200-800 /1V offset, due in part to
the a thermally induced chemical potential shift, was detected. Any contribution
due to thermal expansion, an effect which should be independent of bias polarity, is
also negligible, since again, no enhancement of the tunneling current was observed
for a negative bias.
The enhanced photo current observable exclusively when the junction was
reverse biased is intriguing. For SiC and ZnO, Bonnell and Rohrer [49] detected
a photoresponse regardless of the polarity of the applied bias while van de Walle
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Figure 2.22: I - V curve for MoS 2 sample illuminated with 1 kHz modulated laser
light. (VB = 1 V, IT = 3.8 nA)
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et. al. [51] observed a photogenerated signal for semi-insulating GaAs when the
junction was forward biased but noted that the response was "more dramatic" in the
reverse bias. Recall, that the photoresponse for the p-type WSe2 sample discussed
in the previous section, which resulted from induced photovoltage, exhibited an
unexplained enhancement in the reverse bias as well. We suggested that the bias
dependent photovoltage experienced for samples with a low density of surface states
like MoS2 might be responsible for the photo-induced signal in the reverse bias.
Other n-type samples with a minimal amount of surface states, such as Si(100)2 x 1 and Si(l11)-H, exhibited similar reverse bias signal dependencies as the n-type
MoS 2 sample [42, 45].
Also, Akari et al. [54] observed a photogenerated signal for p-doped WSe2
illuminated with light modulated at 4 kHz, only when the junction was reversed
biased. Wessels and Qian [55, 56] experienced similar behavior in InP samples.
(Note that the intensity of illumination in the Akari et. al. experiment was 1000
times smaller than the laser exposure for the p-type WSe2 samples discussed in
the previous section, explaining why Akari encountered no significant photovoltage
offset.) Finally, Sakata et al. [57], who studied the photo electrical properties of
WSe2 in an electrochemical cell, detected a response of 20 nsec when the n-type
WSe2 was effectively reverse biased. Clearly, enhanced photocurrent, when the
junction is reversed biased, appears consistent with standard MIS structures.
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2.5

Photo-Assisted and Thermal-Assisted Tunneling

Photo excited electrons, generated upon the illumination of semiconductor samples,
typically will enhance the tunneling current in the STM as was illustrated in the
previous section on photoconductivity effects. In this case, electrons are excited
across the band gap into the conduction band where they contribute primarily to
the bulk conductivity. For metal tips and metal or semi-metal samples which do
not possess a band gap or a conduction band, photo-assisted and thermal-assisted
tunneling become relevant processes to consider when illuminating the junction. In
this case, electrons energized by irradiation are more likely to tunnel through the
junction barrier, thus enhancing the current flow.
Photons incident on the junction will transfer energy, hv, to electrons in the
tip and the sample, where v defines the photon frequency. If this energy is larger
than the barrier height, the electrons will possess enough energy to traverse the gap
by travelling directly over the barrier and can be treated essentially as point charges
[58] in a process termed photo emission, which will be described in the next section.

If the photon energy does not exceed the barrier height then the electrons incident
on the barrier must tunnel through the gap. The additional energy provided by the
photon, however, enables the electrons to tunnel through the barrier with greater
ease. The difference in photoemission and the photo-assisted and thermal-assisted
processes is illustrated in Fig. 2.23 which depicts the energy diagram at the junction.
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carriers over the barrier of an STM junction.
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The effectiveness of laser-assisted tunneling has been demonstrated theoretically by computing the spatial distribution of an electron wavepacket incident
upon a parabolic barrier in the presence of an electromagnetic field. The results
show that the electron is more likely to occupy regions on both sides of the barrier
in the presence of a field with a suitable phase, demonstrating that the tunneling
process is indeed aided by the laser light [59]. The expression for the penetration
probability:

(2.28)

where

€

= - E / hv and - E is the energy measured from the top of the barrier, shows

how energizing the electron to higher energy levels facilitates the tunneling process.
Essentially, the higher the electron energy, the easier the tunneling becomes. The
numerical solution to this problem also reveals that increasing the field intensity
raises the likelihood of tunneling through the barrier as well.
In the case of photon-assisted tunneling, energy is transferred directly to
the electrons which are excited and consequently possess increased levels of potential energy. During the thermo-assisted process, however, the energy is coupled to
phonons, and the resultant heating due to the illumination raises the temperature of
the metal ultimately causing the electrons to gain'" J(!:l.T additional kinetic energy
where T is the temperature of the solid and J( is Boltzmann's constant [76, 61]. The
tunneling current is increased as local vacuum gap fluctuations arise from the thermal vibrations of atoms [31]. These spatial perturbations at the electrode-vacuum
interface, which are on the order of a few hundredths of an angstrom, reduce the gap
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spacing through an effect which can be likened to microscopic thermal expansion.
Also the tunneling current will increase with the energy of the electrons, which improves the transmission probability, as was described above. These two mechanisms,
being thermally based, are naturally slower than any photo-electronic process.
When the photons transfer energy directly to the electrons, the tunneling
probability is increased simply because the electrons possess more energy. From
the energy diagram 'it is clear that the barrier width is thinner at the top of the
triangular barrier [62]. Naturally the tunneling is easier through a reduced barrier.
Furthermore, the transmission coefficient of the tunneling matrix element is larger
for electrons with higher energy. This is evident from the mathematical description
of the tunneling process. The tunneling current from the tip to the sample can be
described by the equation:

(2.29)

where

Tbar

is the transmission coefficient of the tunneling probability across a rect-

angular barrier, N(E) is the density of states, F(E) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution
and A is the effective Richardson equation which includes the tunneling probability
dependence on the kinetic energy of the electrons [63]. Also, E is the energy and
k is the transverse momentum of the electron crossing the barrier. The expressions

defining the transmission, the density of states and the Fermi-Dirac distribution are
given by:

(2.30)
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(2.31)

and
F(E) =

1

1 +e

~

(2.32)

kT

Here m* is the effective mass of the electron in the barrier while md is the effective
mass of the electron in the conduction band or the valence band. M refers to the

number of equivalent minima in the conduction band or the equivalent maxima in
the valence band, q is the charge on the electron, </J is the barrier height, and d is
the gap spacing. Also, N(E) can be assumed to be unity at all energies for metals
and zero within the band gap of semiconductors.
If photons are incident on a metal tip and a semiconductor sample, the

electrons will be energized to higher levels in both the tip and the sample. The
height of the barrier </J, as seen by the incident electrons, will be effectively reduced
by raising their energy. Also, as was explained above, the width of the barrier d
is consequently shortened as well. Both effects will enhance the tunneling current
by improving the transmission probability, as can be seen from the equation for the
tunneling coefficient Tbar • Furthermore, the density of states in the semiconductor,

N(E)samp, is larger at higher energies, possibly increasing the chances of complete
electron transfer.
Theoretically, the effects of photo-assisted and thermal-assisted tunneling
on the enhancement of the tunneling current can be easily established. However,
it is quite difficult to estimate quantitatively the contribution of these processes
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on the actual measured current signal. Since other mechanisms like photoconductivity produce similar effects, it is difficult to discriminate between the individual
contributions. It has been suggested [61] that photo-assisted tunneling is dominated by thermal-assisted effects as well as other phenomena in experiments with
thin film junction devices . Thermal-assisted tunnelling has also been speculated
to contribute to additional current signals observed in an STM illuminated with IR
light [64, 65], but the effects from thermal expansion cannot be completely ruled
out. At this stage, the role that photo-assisted and thermal-assisted tunneling play
in inducing additional current in the STM, has not been clearly addressed in any
study.

2.6

Photoemission

The previous section discussed how exposing the tunnel junction to photons whose
energy was not large enough to excite electrons above the barrier, nevertheless,
increased the likelihood of these electrons to tunnel through the gap. In this segment,
photoemission, the case where the photon energy hv exceeds the barrier height </>,
as was shown in Fig. 1, is explored. Photoemission refers to the process whereby
a light source is employed to excite the electrons in a material beyond the vacuum
level where they are accelerated by an electric field to a collector that senses the
photoemitted current. In an STM, illuminating the tip and the sample will cause
photo-excited electrons to be emitted from both structures. The voltage applied
to the sample will then direct these electrons either toward or away from the tip,
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depending on the polarity of the bias. Ideally the wavelength of the incident light is
chosen to be large enough for electrons in the sample to be excited above the work
function of the sample but not large enough for electrons in the tip to be emitted.
This is simply achieved by selecting a tip with a work function that exceeds that of
the sample.
When the STM tunnel junction is irradiated, photo-excited electrons released from the sample are typically collected at the tip and will contribute to the
current sensed by the instrument. Essentially, a photoemission current is superimposed on the tunneling current in the system although the two contributions are
different quantum mechanical processes. Most obvious is the distinct dissimilarity
in the distance dependence of the two mechanisms. The current signal for quantum
mechanical tunneling exhibits a sharp exponential dependency which is described
by the equation j ex: e- ks where s is the gap spacing. This tunneling current is
essentially extinguished within 10-20 nm from the sample, in contrast to the photoemission signal which possesses a weak distance dependence, where the effect can
be sense as far as 50-200 nm from the sample.
Traditionally, photoemission has been used in experiments to determine
the work function of various materials. Here, monochromatic light is focused on a
sample, which as a result, emits electrons. These electrons are then collected at an
electrode where the energy distribution of the exiting charge, is analyzed by varying
the field strength in the transition region. In standard photoemission experiments
the yield from the photo emission process must be averaged over the illuminated
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region of the sample since the work function will vary locally over the surface. This
is accomplished by employing the equation [66]:

Ymetol

=

I: Ai(hv -

(h)2

(2.33)

i

where A is a scaling factor and i is an index used to tabulate the various local areas
having different work functions. For an STM, ideally only electrons emitted from
a region where the work function varies little with position, are collected by the
stationary tip. In this case, the yield from photoemission is characterized by the
relation:
Ymetol

= A(hv - </»2

(2.34)

When the STM tip is scanned, ideally, the photoemission signal can be
mapped to produce a spatial distribution of the varying work function. Unfortunately, although using an STM allows for the spatial mapping of the photoemission
process, the resolution is less favorable than for the case of the standard tunneling
mode. The lack of a strong distance dependency allows the tip to collect electrons
from a wide region of the sample, thus increasing the area of interaction. In order
to improve the resolution, several techniques have been proposed [67]. Coating the
metallic tip with an insulator over the entire shaft, excluding a small area at the
end, will effectively produce an aperture which will restrict collection of electrons
to a single point on the tip. Otherwise, electrons incident on a wider length of the
tip will be sensed. Selecting a physical mechanism which will introduce a distance
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dependency to the emission process, however, will have the most significant effect
in improving the resolution. Conducting the experiment in a liquid environment
will produce this effect as the inelastic mean free path of photo-emitted electrons
will be substantially shortened, possibly resulting in an exponential dependence of
the elastic photo current in the gap. Electrons emitted from the sample will suffer
inelastic scattering resulting in thermalization which will attenuate the intensity of
the elastic electron current. Furthermore, the end of the tip can be coated with
a semiconductor which will effectively restrict the collected electrons by rejecting
those electrons with energy below the band gap which may impinge on the barrier
thus filtering out the electrons that are scattered in the liquid but may still reach
the tip [67].
Several mechanisms will also contribute to the increased resolution of the
SPM photoemission imaging which otherwise would seem to be limited. The enhancement of the electro-magnetic field beneath the tip will likely concentrate the
photoemission at the tip apex. Also, the image potential of the tip may locally lower
the potential barrier directly under the tip thereby amplifying the local current collection and the resultant lateral resolution.
Photoemission has been reported [68] for metal-oxide-metal tunnel junctions
illuminated with laser light capable of energizing electrons in the metal above the
barrier height. The standard quadratic dependency of the tunneling current on
photon energy enabled the work function to be determined. Competition from
bolometric effects, which may be attributed to thermal-assisted tunneling, as well
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as from possible contributions from rectification processes (to be discussed in the
next section) were detected at lower frequencies.
Photoemission from the STM tunnel junction was reported as well, in an
experiment conducted by Gimzewski et. al. [67] using a tungsten tip and a Au(llO)(2 x 1) crystal with cesium islands deposited on the surface. By illuminating the
junction with a quartz halogen lamp equipped with a 500 nm wavelength optical
filter, electrons could be excited by photons whose average energy hv was approximately 4.5 eV. Since the work function of the W tip and the Au surface, which was
4-5 eV and 5.37 eV respectively, was larger than the energy of the incident photons,
photoemission from these structures was unlikely. Electrons emitted from the Cs,
however, which has a work function <Psamp of 2.5 eV when adsorbed on Au, possessed
roughly 2 eV of kinetic energy since
1

2mv

2

= hv -

<Psamp

(2.35)

where m and v are the electron mass and velocity. This fact was verified with
the current-voltage dependency for the photoemission signal. For tip biases of more
negative than -2 V, the photoelectrons were repelled from the tip and no current was
observed. The 2 eV of kinetic energy is not large enough to overcome the repulsive
force of the negatively biased tip on the negative charge of the photoelectrons. For
biases less negative than -2 V, the incoming photoelectrons, although retarded by
the electric field, possess enough kinetic energy to prevail and reach the negatively
biased tip. For positive tip biases, the electrons are actually attracted to the tip
and naturally are collected with strong efficiency. Likewise, the I - V curve has a
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threshold at -2 V and rises sharply as the bias becomes more positive. Gimzewski
et al. also produced photo emission maps, where the current signal was basically
plotted as the tip was scanned over a region of the surface. Various features of
increased photocurreij.t were observed, however, the interpretation of such images
are muttled by the inability of disentangling the relative contributions of variations
in topography, local work function, electric field concentration, and local fluctuations
in image potential.

2.7

Rectification and Mixing

An interesting phenomena associated with the illumination of the tunneling junction
involves the direct coupling of electromagnetic radiation into the antenna-like tip
structure and the consequent generation of a voltage signal in the junction. Historically, this effect has been observed in similar structures called point-contact diodes
where a fine tungsten whisker is lightly pressed against a metal plate [69]. A DC
voltage signal can be attained by irradiating this metal-barrier-metal (MBM) device
with laser light. Also two fields of dissimilar frequencies

WI

and

W2

can be mixed

at the junction which will then re-radiate an RF signal at the difference frequency,

6w =

WI -W2.

In this section, an analysis is provided to explain how infrared (IR) laser
radiation can be directly coupled into the STM through the tip, producing an oscillating antenna current and an alternating voltage in the junction. Furthermore, the
process whereby a DC voltage can be created is discussed along with a description of
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how the difference frequency of two optical signals originates from the nonlinearity
of the STM response. Finally, the resultant transmission of the difference frequency
signal from the tip will be explored.
The first step of this process involves the coupling of the electro-magnetic
field into the tip, which effectively serves as an antenna for IR radiation. Since, at the
apex, the diameter of the tip will be less than the wavelength A of the incident light,
and since the surface impedance is low at these frequencies, the tip can be modeled,
using long-wire antenna theory, as a traveling wave antenna with an effective length
of approximately lOA [64]. Only fields whose polarization is oriented parallel with
the tip will be sensed at the junction.
The effectiveness of this process diminishes for shorter wavelengths and
although mixing and rectification have been observed at 377 /-lm for metal-oxidemetal (MOM) junctions [70] and at 9.3 /-lm in an STM [71, 72], experiments on
MOM and MBM structures conducted with visible light of 457-514 nm [68] and
632.8 nm [73] failed to reproduce these effects. Calculations [70] for metal-oxidemetal junction demonstrate a 1/w3 frequency dependency of the optical voltage
explaining why these processes are inactive for visible wavelengths. The value of
the optical voltage for an MBM device is characterized by the equation [73]:

Va

ex: 2E. (To w 27l'c
'7"€ I w 3

where Ei is the incident optical field, (To is the DC conductivity,

(2.36)

€

is the dielectric

constant for free space, 7" is the electron lifetime or mean free time between collisions,
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and c is the speed of light. To account for the geometry of the structure, l, the
thickness of the metal or effectively the length of the antenna, and w, the thickness
of the barrier, are required as well. Based on antenna theory and the analysis
presented above, visible light will not be efficiently coupled, as an electromagnetic
wave, into the microscopic junction of an STM.
IR and RF radiation, however, are successfully transformed into an optically induced voltage at the junction. The incident field oscillating at a frequency w
generates a fluctuating charge on the surface of the metals which results in a modulation of the Fermi level in both metals. This change in the potential energy of the
metals translates into a voltage oscillating at optical frequencies [61]. The response
of the electrons driven by the laser field is limited by the relaxation times in the
metals, which is on the order of 10- 15 _10- 16 sec. This fact suggests that the junction
should respond to light well in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum [74], assuming
that the radiation can be coupled into the junction by another means other than
the use of the tip as an antenna. (Later in this section, an alternative arrangement
which relies on exciting surface plasmons to couple high frequency radiation into
the junction will be discussed.)
The oscillating voltage established within the non-linear tunnel junction,
results in the generation of a dc current, along with a signal at the initial field frequency w, as well as higher harmonics at 2w, 3w, etc. The non-linear current-voltage
characteristic of the junction is responsible for producing these various components.
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In an analogous procedure, a dc output can be obtained from an ac field using a standard diode which also has an asymmetric, non-linear 1 - V characteristic. Achieving
a dc voltage by coupling a sinusoidal signal to a non-linear device is termed rectification. The magnitude of the rectified current can be quantified using the relation

[70]:

_~fj21

Ir - 28V2
when a sinusoidal signal,

Yo coswt,

I < Yo cos wt >
Vi,

2

2

(2.37)

is introduced to a diode-like device. Here Vb is

the standard dc bias voltage applied to the junction.
For the STM tunnel junction between a metal and a semiconductor sample,
the non-linear 1 - V response, which characterizes the static behavior of the device,
can be used to determine the total tunneling current induced by an incident field.
Expressing the 1 - V curve as a power series [75]
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1 = 1(V,b) + (-)V:
8V I
and substituting the sinusoidal field,
lengthy summation [74]

2

1 8 1 2
+ -(-)V:
+ ...
2 8V2
I

(2.38)

Vi = Yo coswt, into this expression yields the
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384 dV5
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which enables each component to be determined. Upon illumination of the junction
with a single field of frequency w, the non-linear and asymmetric nature of the

I - V curve of the STM produces a dc voltage, a signal at w, as well as a second
harmonic and other higher harmonics. Focusing two optical fields, each with unique
frequencies, on the junction will generate difference frequencies

~wm

= WI

-

mW2

with power given by [75]

(2.39)

where Pwl and Pw2 are the laser powers at

WI

and

W2

measured at the STM. Note

that both the rectified current and the current at the difference frequencies are proportional to the second derivative of the curvature of the current function evaluated
at the applied bias voltage.
The dc voltage as well as the signals at wand 2w, etc. will appear in
the tunneling current that circulates through the STM instrumentation and these
individual components can be isolated with filtering techniques such as the use of
a lock-in amplifier. Interestingly, those components at the initial field frequencies,
as well as the harmonics, will also be reradiated by the tip in a similar fashion
as the coupling of the original optical field into the STM. Again, the tip acts as
an antenna, this time to radiate the signals generated by the current oscillating in
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the metal tip at the junction. As would be expected, experiments suggest that the
reradiated mixing signal is also strongly polarized in the direction of the tip [71].
The mixing signal also increases with the intensity of the incident irradiation but
decreases as the tunneling gap spacing is made large [74, 75]. With increasing gap
spacing, the curvature of the I - V characteristic is reduced, thus scaling down both
the rectification and mixing signals.
Several different experiments have revealed the presence of rectification and
mixing of incident electromagnetic fields in MOM devices and in the STM. Sanchez
et. al. [70] observed the rectification of AC currents induced across the junction at
IR frequencies using an HCN laser operating at 377 /lm. Gustafson et al. [61, 76]
also studied the rectified current generated by the illumination of MOM structures
with IR and visible light at 10.6, 3.39 and .6328 /lm and observed strong competing
effects from thermal-induced signals. Krieger et. al. [71, 75] detected 5 and 9 GHz
signals generated by mixing several lines of a 9.3 /lm CO 2 laser with a microwave
horn and Volker et. al [72, 77] used these reradiated mixed signals to obtain atomic
resolution images of a graphite surface. Note that the rectified and mixing signal
images are strongly influenced by the local cP I / dV2 value at the site of the tip sample
contact, possibly explaining why most often the bright atomic resolution features
observed in this experiment were shifted from the atoms visible in the topography
image. In some cases the rectified and mixing signals were employed by the feedback
circuitry to maintain a constant tip sample separation. This procedure allows a nonconducting sample to be imaged without any electrical connections by employing
the reradiated signals to control the instrument and record the image.
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Spatial maps of the rectified and mixing signal pose the possibility of enabling adsorbates on the substrate surfaces to be identified by wavelength dependent
resonances and excitations. It has been suggested that measuring the difference frequencies will allow the investigation of adsorbate-specific resonances and excitations
on the surface [72]. The effects of a molecular adsorbate between the tip and the
sample have been investigated theoretically, as well, by Yeyati and Flores [78].
So far, the only successful arrangement for observing rectification using
visible light, given the incompatibility of the tip as an antenna for frequencies of light
higher than IR, involves the excitation of surface plasmons by visible wavelengths. In
a setup similar to that depicted in Fig. AA 7 , surface plasmons were excited optically
on Au films using a prism [130]. In this manner, the incident electromagnetic field
was coupled into the tunnel junction and a rectified signal was observed. Spatial
maps of this rectified signal revealed that only when the local I - V was substantially
non-linear was the effect detectable. Furthermore, the distance dependency of this
signal was not exponential, as would be expected for electron tunneling, but did
diminished with gap spacing.
One unique application of these investigations is the measurement of the
electron tunneling time through the barrier. Previously it was mentioned that the
response of the electrons driven by the laser field is limited by the relaxation times
in the metals, which is a relatively fast process. Thus the ultimate limiting step
in the generation of rectified and mixing signals then becomes the traversal time of
the electrons through barrier. The transmission time of an electronic-wave packet
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through the barrier can be approximated by [80]

(2.40)

where 'Ii is Planck's constant, EF is the Fermi energy and ¢ is the work function of
the metal. Ideally the electrons will respond instantaneously to the incident optical
field and will rapidly tunnel through the junction. However, as higher frequency
illumination is directed onto the junction, ultimately, the transit time of the electrons
across the barrier will limit the process. By determining the uppermost frequency
limit for generating a rectified or mixed signal, the tunneling time of the electrons
through the vacuum gap can be estimated.
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CHAPTER 3
PHOTON EMISSION FROM
THE TUNNEL JUNCTION
Under certain conditions, a small amount of light, produced by the injection of electrons into a semiconductor or a metal sample, will radiate from the STM junction.
For semiconductors, electrons tunneling into the empty conduction band states will
decay into the valence band, releasing energy by emitting photons [81, 82, 83, 84, 85].
For metals, the shot noise of the tunneling current will excite collective electronic oscillations, i.e. surface plasmons, in the metal surface. These surface plasmons, decay
radiatively in a much more efficient process compared to that for the semiconductor
[81].

3.1

Photon Emission from Gold Surfaces in Air

Photon emission has been measured at the STM tunnel junction between a Au tip
and a Au sample, where emission levels of about 4000 counts per second (cps) could
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be achieved under ambient conditions [86]. Theoretically, the shot noise in the tunneling current, which covers over all frequencies, will induce a collective oscillation
of nearby surface electrons at a range of frequencies [87, 88]. Some of the energy
in the surface plasmons will be transformed into radiating electromagnetic fields
which are detectable with sensitive photomultiplier tubes. Typically, surface plasmons cannot be coupled to propagating electromagnetic waves in vacuum, however,
surface roughness can make the emission possible [89]. In this case, the presence
of the tip, as well as additional surface roughness on the sample surface, act as a
perturbation which disrupts the translational invariance and induces the radiation
process [90].
Light emission l can be detected from Au/vacuum/Au tunnel junction of
an STM using the geometry displayed in Fig. 3.24. In our experiment photons
were collected directly from the STM tunnel junction with an optical fiber rather
than a lens. A 1 mm diameter plastic fiber with a numerical aperture of 0.5, was
positioned approximately 1 mm from the end of the tip at an angle of about 40° with
respect to the sample plane. Photons with wavelength between 420-700 nm were
transmitted through the fiber, and with the aid of a hemispherical lens focused onto a
cooled photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R943-02). Moderate count rates, typically
around 4000 cps, were detected against a background due to stray light leakage
and dark counts, of approximately 270 cps. The efficiency of the photon emission
process in the tunnel junction can be estimated by noting that the acceptance angle
lThe contents of section 3.1 of this chapter, which includes a description of the STM photon
emission experiments involving several Au surfaces as well as a detailed analysis and discussion
of the results and relevant physical processes, were previously presented in an article published in
Surface Science, volume 278, by Gallagher et al. [86]
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PMT

STM

Figure 3.24: Schematic of the STM photon emission experiment where a collecting
lens and detector were used to monitor the light radiated from the tunnel junction.
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of the fiber was 30°, which translates into a solid angle of 0.8 Sr and a collection
efficiency of 13%, while 61% of that light was transmitted through the system,
despite reflection and absorption losses. Finally, since the photomultiplier tube had
a quantum efficiency of 10-14% in the range of 600-800 nm, an overall detection of
1% of the light radiated from the tunnel junction was obtained. Since, on average,
only about 4000 photons per second were detected for a tunneling current of 1 nA,
the photon emission efficiency at 1.8-2.0 eV can be estimated to be roughly 10-5
photons/electron. This yield is an· order of magnitude less than that observed for
silver surfaces in vacuum [82], possibly a result of the inevitable contamination of
the sample and tip in air, which will be discussed more extensively in later sections.
To conduct these experiments, a Nanoscope II [91] STM, which was operated
in the constant current mode, was employed. Although clear topographic images
were routinely obtained throughout the experiment by using a sample bias of about
1.8-2.0 V and a current setpoint of 1.0 nA, the tunneling current consistently became

noisier at higher voltages. Noise levels were manageable up to about 2.6 V, at which
point constant surges in tunneling current were observed, resulting in instantaneous
surface modification at about 2.9 V. Since the emission level is directly related to
the amount of current driven through the junction, a wildly fluctuating tunneling
current translates directly into a noisy and often enhanced photon emission signal.
Severe current oscillation also were responsible for driving the count rate to levels
as high as 50,000 to 100,000 cps on occasion. Standard I - V curves indicate that
the onset of the current instability was in the voltage range between 2.5-3.0 V. In
comparison, the I - V curves were much more stable when Au tips were replaced
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with Pt/lr tips, an issue that will be discussed in the next section. Note that tests
on the tunneling stability were conducted in ultra-high vacuum using bias voltages
higher than 5 V. Under these conditions stable images were normally attainable
even in low vacuum, indicating that air breakdown, which appears to occur at
approximately 2.8 V, is responsible for restricting the range of manageable junction
voltages when operating under ambient conditions. Consequently, work was limited
to sample biases between 1.8-2.2 V where the tunneling current was consistently less
noisy.
The photon emission experiments appear to indicate that a tip composed
of Au is a critical ingredient for successfully attaining a strong emission signal from
Au surfaces in air. While etched Au tips produced detectable levels of photon
emission, no emission was observed when tungsten or Pt(80%)/lr(20%) tips were
employed. Gold naturally exhibits less damping of the plasmon modes [92, 93,
94], so lower intensities for Wand Pt/lr tips are not surprising. Nevertheless,
significant emission was observed in vacuum while using both Wand Ir tips [84,
95]. A possible explanation for this apparent contradiction is based on recent work
in nanolithography [96, 97] where a variety of surface modifications effects were
observed during the photon emission experiments. These results suggest that a
Au tip interacts strongly with a Au sample, frequently modifying its surface. We
propose therefore that the Au tip will readily deposit atoms onto the Au sample
and in a reverse process, Au atoms from the sample will also adhere to the end of
the Au tip, contributing to the formation of a clean layer of atoms at the tip apex.
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3.1.1

Surface Modification

A series of effects involving the modification of the sample surface, due to the proximity of the tip, serve as evidence of a strong interaction if both consist of Au. It
is now common to apply a voltage transient to a tip to deposit a dot or form a pit
on the sample surface. This technique has enabled the deposition of Au dots on
Au and Pt surfaces with the application of a 3.5 V, 150 ns pulse to the STM tip.
Figure 3.25 shows an image of a series of Au dots formed on a 56 nm Au film which
was grown on a mica substrate held at 340°C during the evaporation process [98].
Continuous imaging of the sample at higher voltages, i.e. 1.8 V, led to the slow
deformation and eventual removal of these dots. Figure 3.26 displays how, after 1-2
hours, the Au features were eventually completely erased, giving rise to depressions
at these positions. Furthermore, the smooth flat Au surface observed in Fig. 3.25
has been transformed by the scanning tip which appears to have removed of a layer
of Au from various regions throughout the surface. Interestingly, the surface of the
Au domain shown in Fig 3.25 even appears to be speckled with numerous circular
features, much smaller than the Au dots, rising only one or two monolayers above
the flat domain surface. Apparently, previous high voltage scanning induced the
formation of these small flat structures whose appearance resembles nucleation sites
associated with Au deposition. These two effects illustrate how the tip, at only
1.5-2.0 V, can etch the surface or contribute to the formation of tiny islands of Au.
Fig. 3.27 (a) and 3.27 (b) are further evidence of the strength of the interaction between the Au tip and the Au sample after successive scans at 2 V. A
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Figure 3.25: Line of Au dots formed on a Au substrate with a Au tip. The Au
nano-features were created by pulsing the tip with 3.5 V transients lasting 150 ns.
The substrate surface was composed of a 56 nm Au film evaporated onto a mica
sheet heated to 340 0 C. The STM image was conducted in the height mode with
Vb = 180 mV and h = 1.9 nA. (Scan size: 300 nm).
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Figure 3.26: Gold dots erased by high voltage (2.0 V) scan. Divets remain at the
former location of the Au dots. The STM image was conducted in the height mode
with Vb = 180 mV and h = 2.0 nA. (Scan size: 300 nm).
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Figure 3.27: A shallow cavity neatly etched in the Au film was both widened and
deepen by the high voltage (2.0 V) scan. (a) depicts the pit prior to the high voltage
scan and (b) shows how the step edges at the terraces were etched away by the high
voltage scan. The images were conducted in the height mode with Vb = 180 mV
and IT = 2.0 and 10.0 nA respectively. (Scan size: 300 nm).
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comparison of these two images clearly reveals erosion at the step edges of the Au
terraces, further demonstrating how operation at voltage levels in this range promotes the etching of the Au film. The later image shows how the edge of the terrace
has moved back, both widening the shallow recesses in the film, as well as deepening the cavity by etching deeper into the sample. This series of images reveals how
layers of the Au film appear to be somehow neatly extracted from portions of the
sample surface. Figures 3.28, which displays a relatively uniform rectangular feature
carved into the Au film is the result of a previous 65 nm scan at a high voltage. The
tip seems to have formed an indentation in the sample surface, identical to the 65
nm scan region, demonstrating that these deformations are directly induced by the
scanning tip.
Various other forms of surface modifications have been observed proceeding
a high voltage scan. Most prevalent, of course, is the formation of large shallow
holes in the film like those displayed in Fig. 3.29. Often these large holes do not
grow after further scanning, rather, the entire surface is roughened and pitted as
shown in Fig. 3.30. As was mentioned above, in other cases, the substrate becomes
speckled with tiny protruding dot-like structures similar to those shown in Fig. 3.31.
And occasionally, the high voltage scan will fail to produce any additional effects
on the film surface.
Even at low voltage, continuous scanning will often induce noticeable surface
alterations. Further scanning at low voltages (400 mV) for extended periods of time
with a Au tip caused additional damaged to the modified Au surface seen in Fig.
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Figure 3.28: A shallow rectangular cavity, 65 nm wide, was neatly etched into the Au
film by a prior high voltage (2.0 V) scan. The indentation in the surface is identical
to the previous 65 nm high voltage scan region. The STM image was conducted in
the height mode with Vb = 180 mV and IT = 2.0 nA. (Scan size: 200 nm).
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Figure 3.29: Large shallow holes were neatly etched into the Au film by prior high
voltage (2.0 V) scanning. The STM image was conducted in the height mode with
Vb = 400 mV and IT = 2 nA. (Scan size: 311 nm).
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Figure 3.30: This Au surface was roughened by high voltage (2.0 V) scanning. The
STM image was conducted in the height mode with Vb = 400 mV and IT = 2 nA.
(Scan size 200 nm).
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Figure 3.31: This Au surface was speckled with tiny protruding dot-like structures
proceeding high voltage (1.8 V) scanning. The STM image was conducted in the
height mode with Vb = 400 mV and IT = 2 nA. (Scan size: 324 nm).
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3.30, cutting clearly defined edges in the pits, as shown in Fig. 3.32, and deepening
them as well. Usually, after several hours of scanning at a low voltage, a surface
that had been modified by a prior high voltage scan, became conspicuously pitted.
Note that the observed effects of high voltage scanning on these Au films
is primarily restricted to the use of Au tips. When a PtfIr or W tip was employed
under similar conditions, no surface damage resulted. Also, recall that when PtfIr
tips were used to image the Au samples the tunneling current was markedly less
noisy. Initially, one may presume that because the Au tip and the Au sample are
composed of the same material, transferral of atoms from the sample to the tip, and
vice versa, would be more probable, since a somewhat similar Au bonding would be
achieved in either structure. However, imaging of Pt foils with Au tips, as will be
shown in section 3.3, proved to be a noisy and difficult procedure. Again the Au
tip tended to produce less stable signals, inducing modification of the tip and the
sample during high voltage scanning. Using a PtfIr tip, however, drastically reduced
the noise and eliminated the surface modification. Further experiments with writing
Au and Pt dots on the surface of MoS 2 reveal that dots written with the PtfIr tip
remained relatively intact during scanning in comparison to those written with the
Au tip, which were easily erased and changed. Apparently, a unique property of the
Au tip is responsible for these effects. This inherent characteristic of the tip may be
compounded by the relatively weak bonding of the Au atoms in the Au(l11) film
grown on mica, which may form a quite fragile surface that readily yields to the
imposing force of the tip.
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Figure 3.32: This Au surface was damaged by prolonged low voltage (400 mV)
scanning. Pitting induced by prior high voltage scans is aggravated by further
scanning at low voltage which cut clearly defined edges in the pits and deepened
them as well. The STM image was conducted in the height mode with Vb = 400
mV and h = 2 nA. (Scan size: 200 nm).
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Nevertheless, when imaging the Au films with a Au tip, atoms are apparently easily moved about and even transferred to and from the tip. It is reasonable
to assume, therefore, that uncontaminated layers of Au are exposed or deposited on
the tip as it scans the Au surface. The unique capability of the Au tip to produce
photon emission in air may rely on this ability to maintain relatively clean layers of
Au at the junction.

3.1.2

Contamination Effects

The influence of contamination on the efficiency of the photon emission process
is pronounced for experiments conducted in air, as contamination of the tip has
been demonstrated to clearly reduce the level of emission from the tunnel junction.
In these experiments, photon emission was observed to decrease after scanning for
several hours and completely disappeared after several days even if the tip was not
used for scanning during this period. Interestingly, the light output could often be
restored by applying a voltage pulse to the tip, causing a dot or pit to be written.
Figure 3.33 displays the short surge in photon emission that resulted from the 150
ns voltage transient that induced the surface modification. Note that the level of
photon emission immediately began to decay after the initial rise in output. At
this point the entire tip was likely coated with contamination, thus partial removal
of the debris from the tip apex only temporarily re-established photon emission.
One possibility that explains how this radiation is so rapidly stymied suggests that
debris from another contaminated region quickly migrates to the end of the tip and
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Figure 3.33: A surge in photon emission resulted from a 3.5 V, 150 ns voltage
transient applied to the tip which also induced surface modification.
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suppresses the light output. The duration of this burst of emission from the tunnel
junction was typically about 5-40 seconds. Note that if the voltage pulse did not
produce a feature, like a dot or a pit, on the surface of the Au, there was no change
in the light output. Only when a surface modification was induced could a spike in
the photon emission signal be observed.
The rejuvenation of the light output appeared to be associated with the
tip as moving the tip to other positions over the sample did not alter the level of
photon emission. Furthermore, the emission did not seem to be correlated with
the tunneling current or z-piezo instabilities. Applying a voltage pulse to the tip
did indeed produce an instantaneous current surge, however, the enhanced emission
persisted for a period of time after the pulse was initiated. Likewise, pulsing the
voltage bias caused the z-piezo to shift but the z level stabilized immediately and
was less noisy than prior to the application of the pulse. Meanwhile, the photon
emission continued for almost a minute.
Also note that several days after the tip was etched it became impossible
to detect any light from the tunnel junction even following the application of short
voltage pulses to the tip. Only by using an electrochemical polishing treatment with
hydrochloric acid (Hel) or by replacing the tip altogether, did emission from the
junction resume the normal level. This evidence seems to indicate that the tip became contaminated, that this contamination quenched the photon output and that
only electrochemical etching provided sufficient cleansing of the tip. Another explanation for this effect is that the tip became dull and required sharpening, however,
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the imaging capabilities of the tip did not seem to degrade and the resolution of the
topographic images remained essentially constant over time.

3.1.3

Photon Maps

The central element of these investigations involved the production of photon maps,
where the spatial variation of photon emission was recorded while imaging a variety
of Au surfaces in air. Just as the tunneling current varies with the location of the tip
above the sample, enabling the topography of the surface to be mapped, so too does
the level of photon emission change as the tip is scanned across the surface. The
emission as a function of position can be recorded to create what is conventionally
referred to as a photon map. In these experiments, the analog signal from the
photon counter, along with the x and y scan signals from the STM, were fed into
an image processor [99] allowing the photon maps to be produced. In this section
photon maps and topography images are presented for a variety of Au surfaces.
Interestingly, the features in the photon maps are strikingly similar to those in the
topographic plots of the surface.
Caution must be exercised when conducting these experiments and interpreting the resultant images as tunneling current fluctuations at the edges of sharp
topographic features will occur, in many cases, causing the photon emission signal
to be enhanced in these regions. In this situation, the photon map will resemble the
topographic map only because the tunneling current experiences oscillations at the
prominent topographic features. The photon emission map in Fig. 3.34 (a) appears
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similar to the topography profile shown in Fig. 3.34 (b), yet actually originates from
the current variations displayed in Fig. 3.34 (c).
Properly adjusting the feedback parameters and slowing down the scan rate,
however, will minimize these effects. Special care was always taken to ensure that
current fluctuations did not dictate the intensity level of the photon emission and
for these reasons the current was constantly monitored and recorded while photon
maps were being produced.
Photon emission was observed from a variety of Au samples including Au
dots that were deposited on Pt foil. Large Au structures could be fabricated on
the Pt foil by applying a -4.5 V pulse to the tip which induced the formation of
relatively large dots, 50 nm to 75 nm wide and 10 nm to 20 nm high. As mentioned
above, imaging Pt foil with a Au tip was somewhat difficult as the images were
typically unstable. High negative biases of -1.8 to -2.0 V required to produce photons
at detectable wavelengths, caused degradation of the image quality as both the
Au dots and the Pt foil surface were modified during the scan. Pronounced Au
features usually became flattened after a series of scans and the dots often completely
disintegrated. Furthermore, the grain boundaries on the Pt surface were constantly
reshaped by the scanning tip and the image quality worsened with time. Pulsing the
voltage bias, however, tended to stabilize the image, a behavior that again appears
to be tip-related. This effect is believed to be caused by the cleansing and sharpening
of the tip apex by the voltage pulse. For instance, after producing several photon
maps over the course of many hours, the level of emission eventually deteriorated and
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Figure 3.34: Photon emission caused by current oscillations. Features in photon
emission map shown in (a) resemble topography of Au film shown in (b) but are
actually a result of current variations shown in (c). The tunneling current setpoint
was 1 nA and the scan size was 330 nm.
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the ability to produce nice round dots was limited. After etching the tip, however,
photon emission resumed its prior intensity and the ability to form circular dots was
also regained. Again, recall that when the Au tip was replaced with a Pt/Ir tip, the
image quality improved and stable images of the Pt domains could be reproduced
over repeated scans. The Pt/Ir tips were even effective for writing pits or large dots
on the Pt surface with the application of a 4.5 V voltage pulse. As was mentioned
above, however, no emission signal was ever attained when using Pt/lr tips.
Figure 3.35 displays a topographic image and a corresponding photon map
of a Au dot written on Pt foil where the light appears to emanate exclusively from
the gold region of the surface. To understand why the photon emission seems to
be primarily associated with the Au regions of the sample, recall that the emission
originates from the radiative decay of the local surface plasmons which are excited in
the metal by tunneling electrons. Strong collective electronic oscillations that emit
light can be readily excited in metals like Au and Ag because the damping of the
plasmon modes in the optical range is small. Other metals like Pt, however, tend to
have larger dielectric losses which reduced coupling of the electromagnetic field with
the plasma oscillation [92, 93, 94] and have different plasmon resonance frequencies.
Most likely, the 1.8 eV electrons injected into the tunnel junction excite plasmons
whose frequencies are close to the plasmon resonance frequency of Au. Possibly,
the most important factor involves the self-cleaning properties of a Au tip over a
Au sample, which, unlike when scanning the Pt regions, reduces contamination that
would otherwise damp the plasmon modes.
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Figure 3.35: Topography (a) and photon emission map (b) of Au dots deposited on
Pt foil. The Au dots were formed by applying a 4.5 V voltage transient to the Au
tip. The photon map and current map were obtained simultaneously with Vb = 1.8
V and It = 10 nA. (Scan size: 100 nm).
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Photon maps were also obtained of samples containing Au dots formed on
Au surfaces. Au dots, 2-4 nm high and approximately 30 nm wide, were written on
a similar Au film grown on a mica substrate as was described in previous sections. A
photon map of a Au dot deposited on a Au film is displayed in Fig. 3.36 along with
the associated STM topographic image. The two photos reveal a similarity between
the topographic features and the features in the photon map, where a distinct bright
spot amid a slightly noisy background is visible. Although emission is detected even
on flat regions of the sample, the radiation intensifies when the tip is above portions
of the Au dot. Note that the variation in photon emission is not due to a surge in
the tunneling current level at the Au dot. As was discussed earlier in this section,
topographical variation of the tunneling current could be eliminated by carefully
adjusting the feedback parameters and the scan rate and the tunneling current was
constantly monitored while all photon maps were produced in such a manner that
no features could be observed on the current maps.
Interestingly, one can see almost a shadow effect on the photon map, where
the intensity of photon emission is high on the upper half of the dot yet low on the
lower half of the dot. An uneven distribution of gold or of contaminants on one side
of the tip that would provide for lesser or greater damping of the plasmon radiation
would cause such an effect to be observed. Detectable radiation would be encountered as one side of the tip made contact with the Au dot while diminished radiation
levels would be observed when the Au dot was exposed to the other side of the tip.
Some variation in signal uncorrelated with topography is also visible at the bottom
of the image but the reason for this variation in light level on these flat regions is
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Figure 3.36: Topography (a) and photon emission map (b) of Au dots deposited on
Au film. The Au dots were formed by applying a 3.5 V, 150 ns voltage transient to
the Au tip. The photon map and current map were obtained simultaneously with
Vb = 2.0 V and It = 12 nA. (Scan size: 100 nm).
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unclear. Furthermore, drift was present during the 20 minutes required to complete
a single scan, causing the position of the two features to be somewhat misaligned.
Note that often Au dots did not radiate more light than the surrounding featureless
surface. This difficulty in producing enhanced emission from dots possibly being
associated with the relatively small size of the 2 or 3 nm high structures. The findings presented below suggest that surfaces with larger corrugation, taller protrusions
and deeper crevices, typically generate more contrast and routinely produce clearly
distinguishable features in the photon maps.
To test a sample with large-sized surface features, 87 nm polystyrene spheres
[100] were deposited onto a glass microscope slide followed by a 30 nm layer of Au
to cover the nonconducting organic particles. Beneath the polystyrene layer, a thin
film of Au was prepared on the glass slides to ensure good conductivity throughout
the sample. Thorough coverage of the polystyrene spheres was obtained, as can be
seen in the topographic image displayed in Fig 3.37 (a). The hemispherical regions
were measured to be about 120 nm due to the broadening effect of the 30 nm Au
film. Although a rough polycrystalline Au film coated the layer of spheres, the
roughness of the sputtered Au was small compared with that of the surface formed
by the layer of polystyrene particles. The accompanying photon map, shown in Fig.
3.37 (b), reveals strong correlation between the features in the two images. Each
bright spot on the emission image seems to be associated with a bump created by
a polystyrene sphere on the surface of the sample. Although the features in the
photon map are not identical to each feature in the topography, the correspondence
is clear. The crevices surrounding the spheres imbedded in the surface radiate little
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Figure 3.37: Topography (a) and photon emission map (b) of Au coated polystyrene
spheres. Initially, a glass slide was coated with Au, following the deposition of a
layer of synthetic spheres averaging 87 nm in diameter. A 30 nm Au film was
subsequently sputtered onto the spheres to enable conduction. The photon map
and current map were obtained simultaneously with Vb = 1.8 V and It = 1 nA.
(Scan size: 492 nm).
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light and create a dark outline on the photon map which separates the individual
highly radiating circular structures. The lack of emission from these cracks seems
to be responsible for the strong defining contrast in the image.
In comparison to the highly corrugated surface produced by the layer of
polystyrene spheres, which formed protrusions 30 nm high, a plain Au film was
sputtered onto a glass slide to create a significantly smoother surface, with domains
on average 40 nm wide and 15 nm high. This smoother surface was analyzed to determine the emission characteristics of surfaces with smaller irregularities. The level
of emission from this noticeably smoother surface was only 600-1000 cps in contrast
to 1600 cps for the polystyrene sample. However, more importantly, no correlation
between the features in the photon map and the STM image was observed. In this
case, the photon map and the topographic image of the sputtered Au sample, which
are displayed in Fig. 3.38, lack similarity, possibly indicating that the intensity
of photon emission does not vary with small scale changes in topography. Photon
maps of Ag films in vacuum provided by Berndt et al. [93], however, show variation
in intensity due to surface features only 20 nm in diameter and the resolution of
these photon maps is even less than 20 nm. The reduced resolution obtained in
the experiments conducted in air may be due to the bluntness of the Au tip or to
possible effects of contamination. Nevertheless, the results of this experiment seem
to indicate that the mechanism causing the variation in light intensity and the resultant contrast in the photon maps, operates in a different regime, one where features
10 times larger dictate emission levels.
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Figure 3.38: Topography (a) and photon emission map (b) of Au film sputtered onto
a glass cover slip. The Au film was 30 nm thick and the domains were on average
40 nm wide and 15 nm high. The photon map and current map were obtained
simultaneously with Vb = 1.8 V and It = 1 nA. (Scan size: 400 nm).
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Another sample with a large corrugation was tested to confirm the effects of
feature size on contrast. A gold grating with a 1000 nm period and a ruling height
of 75-100 nm, as determined by STM measurements using a sharp Pt/Ir tip, was
analyzed. The topographic image shown in Fig. 3.39, however, reveals a corrugation
for the grating of only 40 nm, indicating that the etched Au tip employed to produce
the image, was most likely too blunt to reach into the grooves of the grating. The
similarity between the topography and emission maps is undeniable as the grating is
clearly depicted in the photon map. The lack of emission from the grooves forms an
outline that makes the ruling distinguishable. During each scan across the grating,
the emission diminishes when the tip is inserted in the groove, and then suddenly
intensifies and fluctuates almost completely independent of topographic variations
until the tip descends into the bottom of the next groove, where again no emission
is observed. Although on portions of th~ grating the emission does not seem to be
correlated with the topography, a distinctly similar emission pattern was duplicated
over the course of numerous scans, each lasting roughly 20 minutes. As with the
polystyrene spheres, the lack of emission from the crevices of the grating is the
defining feature of the photon map. Note that a series of photon maps were produced
with differing applied biases, and interestingly, the images created at lower voltages,
such as at 1.7 V and 1.8 V, did possess much less detail than the maps produced at
higher voltages of 1.9 V and 2.0 V. The resolution of the photon maps appears to
improve with the amount of voltage applied to the tip, most likely, because the high
level of photon emission generated with a large bias voltage increases the signal to
noise ratio.
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Figure 3.39: Topography (a) and photon emission map (b) of a Au grating with a
periodicity of 1000 nm and a ruling height of about 75-100 nm. The photon map
and current map were obtained simultaneously with Vb = 2 V and It = 1 nA. (Scan
size: 3000 nm).
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3.1.4

Electromagnetic Field Enhancement

The evidence presented above consistently demonstrates that large topographical
features produce variations in the intensity of the photon emission, suggesting that
the excitation of the surface plasmons or their subsequent radiative decay is, to
some extent, controlled by the geometry of the tip/surface system. Actually, the
local electromagnetic fields can be enhanced by proximate surface features, as well
as by the presence of the tip, and the shape of the local geometry will strongly
influence the magnitude of this effect.
The geometry-dependent enhancement of electromagnetic fields is a well
known phenomenon [101] that has been associated with intensifying the response
obtained from Surface Enhance Raman Scattering (SERS) [102]. Theoretical work
modeling SERS has attributed this enhanced response at particular surface irregularities to two main effects. First, the "lightning rod effect," outlined by Wokoun et
al. [92, 103], explains how the electric field is concentrated at high curvature points.
Second, and more significant, the enhancement of local electromagnetic fields, near
particular surface features on the sample, originates from the increased coupling of
the electromagnetic fields with localized surface plasmons [104, 105] at these specific
sites. For surface enhanced Raman scattering, the later effect involves the coupling
of both the incident and scattered electromagnetic fields with the localized plasmons
at surface irregularities. Light incident on a rough metal surface excites surface plasmons that will enhance both the incident field and the scattered field. The geometry
of the system dictates the extent of the coupling between the electromagnetic fields
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and the localized plasmons and the shape of the surface irregularities will control the
plasmon modes that are stimulated. Calculations of SERS involving incident light
on rough metal surfaces predict that the enhancement due to sharp protrusions will
be substantially magnified as a result of these contributions [104]. Consequently,
the light emission

a~tained

from the Au dot deposited on the Au film might result

from the intense local field concentrations around the Au protrusion and from the
robust coupling of the localized electron oscillation with the radiating field at the
small bump on the flat surface.
As shown above, crevices and grooves are primarily responsible for influencing the makeup of the photon maps. This experimental observation is supported by
theoretical investigations which conclude that the enhancement factor is expected
to be one to two orders of magnitude less in the proximity of a pit as compared
to a bump [105]. Furthermore, the enhancement factor has been determined to be
~

smaller for points in the interior of the pit as opposed to sites located on the rim,
an effect that is attributed to the possible partial cancellation of the field inside the
cavity. In addition, the shape of the surface irregularity will influence the surface
plasmon modes that are excited and for the case of the hemispherical pit, the resonance peak is shifted to higher frequencies as compared to the hemispherical bump.
Likewise as the tip scans the valleys of the surface, the resonance peak will shift and
the enhancement factor at the frequency of the electrons injected into the sample,
which will possess energies fiv in the range of 1.8-2.0 eV, is scaled down. Consequently, as the tip descends into a crack between two polystyrene spheres or into
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a groove of the grating, the enhancement factor is reduced, the coupling is weakened and the energy transferred from the plasmon into radiated light diminishes
accordingly, thus allowing an outline of the spheres or of the ruling to be formed.
Note that the theoretical works involving SERS, which were cited above,
deal with the local field enhancement around surface irregularities due to the excitation of surface plasmons by an incident optical beam [104, 105]. In contrast, for the
STM photon emission experiments, the surface plasmons were excited by injecting
electrons into the metal surface. Also, the perturbing influence of the metal tip
on the local fields and on the surface plasmons was not considered in the surface
enhance Raman spectroscopy scenario. The local surface geometry model employed
in the SERS studies included a hemispherical bump protruding from a flat plane
or a hemispherical pit in the plane. Johansson and Monreal [90], in contrast, analyzed a geometry more relevant to STM, where the tip was modeled as a metal
sphere, demonstrating that electrons tunneling from the sphere into the metal plane
do indeed induce the excitation of localized surface plasmons which radiate light.
The effect of the tip would be to concentrate the plasmons immediately below the
it and enhance the local field strength in this region. The limitation of this model,
however, is its failure to address the effect of the surface irregularities on the local
electromagnetic fields. A more detailed model, including a metal sphere suspended
within a larger hemispherical pit, would more accurately reconstruct the influence
of the crevices or grooves on contrast in the photon maps. Naturally the shape of
the sample feature and its orientation with respect to the tip is expected to affect
the magnitude and resonance frequency of the photon emission. This is because
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the geometry at the surface appears to control the strength of the coupling of the
fields with the localized plasmons as well as the plasmon modes that are excited and
consequently would strongly influence the level of photon emission from the tunnel
junction.
Finally note that, in the experiments described so far in this chapter, high
contrast photon maps that display distinct characteristics of the topography were
easily obtained from the samples with larger surface features of about 100-200 nm in
size. The photon maps for the samples with large surface irregularities like the Au
covered polystyrene spheres and the grating were markedly similar in appearance
to the corresponding topographic maps. However, the photon maps for samples
with smoother, less pronounced features, such as the Au sputtered film, did not
quite resemble the topographic maps. One exception, the small 2-4 nm high Au
dot written on the Au film, required a tunneling current that was 12 times larger
than that used to generate the photon maps of the surfaces with larger features;
presumably because of the need to drive up the signal which otherwise was not strong
enough in comparison to the background noise. The average level of emission was
roughly the same for each of the samples, but those with larger surface irregularities
produced photon maps that were strongly influenced by the topographic features
on the sample surface. Experimental studies of enhanced Raman scattering from
pyridine molecules on rough Ag metal surfaces [106] indicate that larger signals are
produced for metal surfaces whose particle roughness ranges between 50-200 nm as
opposed to surfaces with particles whose average radius is less than 20 nm. Wokoun
[92], who proposes the lightening rod theory, claims that particle dimensions of 40-60
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nm for Ag and 120 nm for eu would be optimum for SERS, based on considerations
involving radiation damping. Nevertheless, the variation in the coupling of the
electromagnetic fields with localized surface plasmons due to geometrical variations
will most likely be strongly affected by the size of the tip. The interaction of the tip
and the surface features would be expected to be most pronounced when the sizes
of the tip and the feature are matched. Likewise, the size of the Au tip, along with
contamination on the end of the tip, will most likely contribute significantly to the
resolution of the photon maps.

3.2

Inverse Photo emission Experiments with STM

Photon emission emanates from the surface of a variety of materials when electrons
from the STM tip tunnel into the sample. Often, quite dissimilar mechanisms are
responsible for the emission produced in each case. For many materials, inverse
photo emission (IPE) can be observed with an STM. Inverse photo emission is a
process whereby energetic electrons injected into a sample complete a single radiative
transition to a lower unoccupied energy state as shown in Fig 3.40 Traditionally,
IPE experiments were conducted in vacuum by directing electrons from an emitter

into a grounded substrate and detecting the resultant radiation. Typically, a hot
metal element at a more negative potential serves as the electron source. Electrons
emanating from this electrode impinge on the sample and cause photons in the
ultraviolet (UV) range to be emitted. Likewise, IPE experiments conventionally
employ a Geiger-Muller tube which detects radiation above 9.5 eV. As shown in
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Tip

Sample

Figure 3.40: Energy diagram of the inverse photo emission process for STM. Electrons tunnel from the Fermi level of the metal tip into the sample and decay radiatively to a lower unoccupied state. The energy of the Fermi level and the vacuum
level are specified by EF and EVac while vt refers to the applied tip bias.
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Fig. 3.41 the amount of energy applied to the emitter to excite the electrons above
the work function of the electrode and into the vacuum, will be in the UV energy
range, thus requiring the use of UV detection schemes.
Naturally, the detector cutoff

.xc

will dictate the energy of the photons

sensed and similarly, the required voltage potential of the electron probe, as the
transition energy, and thus photon frequency, will vary with the energy of the incident electrons. Likewise, the minimum applied bias
relation

.xc =

Vmin

is determined by the

Tic/eVmin [107]. Moreover, by sweeping the bias voltage Vb while

monitoring photons of a single energy level, using a band pass optical filter, the
transition of electrons to a range of unoccupied states can be mapped. Fig. 3.42
displays the energy diagram of this process which is called isochromat spectroscopy.
This technique of varying the applied bias and examining the light intensity of a
single wavelength, enables the density of unoccupied states to be characterized.
For a semiconductor, like Si, the relevant unoccupied states reside just above the
conduction band minimum while for a metal, like Ta, just above the Fermi level.
Ultraviolet radiation was detected from an STM in vacuum for both Si and
Ta by applying a bias larger than 9.5 V [Sl, 95, IDS]. Coombs et al. [Sl] measured the photon yield from these materials for a range of applied voltages, using
both STM as well as conventional IPE, and observed similar isochromat spectra for
both techniques. An exact comparison of the two spectra actually revealed that a
series of additional maxima, related to field-emission resonances, were observed in
the proximity field emission regime of the STM isochromat spectra, where Vb

> 5V
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Figure 3.41: Energy diagram of the traditional inverse photoemission experiment.
Electrons ejected into the vacuum from the metal electrode are injected into the
sample and decay radiatively to a lower unoccupied state. The work function of the
metal is specified by ¢m
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Figure 3.42: Energy diagram of the isochromat measurement. The bias voltage
is varied and the light intensity of a single wavelength>. is monitored. Electrons
with different potential energies will each lose the constant amount of energy Tiv,
determined by the wavelength detected, and will descend into different states below,
enabling the density of various unoccupied states to be characterized.
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[95, lOS]. During the field emission process, the enhanced electric field at the tip

causes the electrons to propagate to the surface. The field emission resonances,
cited above, correspond to constructive interference of electron standing waves in
the junction [109]. Fig. [?] shows the energy diagram of tunnel junction displaying the electron coupling into the field emission resonance states which exist in the
gap between the tip and the sample. Electrons decaying into these states subsequently release photons. The enhanced photon emission encountered in the STM
experiments, appeared to be associated with oscillatory behavior observed in the
tunneling conductance or di/dv spectra, indicating that, indeed, field emission resonances are responsible for the enhanced intensity features detected from the tunnel
junction at higher voltages [Sl, 95, lOS].
For inverse photoemission, as described above, electrons tunnel directly into
the sample without losing any energy. Only after penetrating the sample surface
do the hot electrons descend from the higher energy states to the unoccupied states
below, emitting radiation in the process [S2]. The initial isoenergetic charge transfer
is referred to as "elastic tunneling" [110]. In contrast, "inelastic tunneling" involves
the loss of energy during the tunneling process. The excitation and subsequent
radiative decay of surface plasmons in Au samples during electron tunneling, as
described in the first portion this chapter, is an example of the inelastic case [93].
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Figure 3.43: Energy diagram of photon emission from field emission resonant states.
Electrons tunneling into the sample will couple into the field emission resonance,
labeled Fn , which exist in the gap between the tip and the sample. These electrons
will decay into the resonant states subsequently release photons at a wavelength A.
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3.3

Plasmon Resonance Excitations Induced by

STM
3.3.1

STM Induced Plasmons in Silver Films and Particles

Much work [88, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113] has been reported of photon emission
generated at the STM tunnel junction between a metal tip and a metal sample. As
discussed earlier, the noisy tunneling current will excite surface plasmons in noble
metals such as Au, which will subsequently decay radiatively. The first observations
of this effect are again credited to Coombs et al. [81] who detected emission at visible wavelengths from Ag films using an STM in ultra-high vacuum. Strikingly larger
photon intensities, translating to quantum efficiencies of 10-3 photons/electron, were
routinely produced. Isochromat spectra obtained at 2.5 eV, revealed a series of maxima at higher voltages, related to the field emission resonances, also visible in the
di / dv spectra. Furthermore, fluorescence spectra [95], which essentially provides

the wavelength distribution of the emitted radiation, were analyzed as well. Fig.
3.44 shows the energy diagram of the fluorescence measurement which describes the
basic principle of the measurement. Distinct peaks at 1.9 eV and 2.4 eV, which
demonstrated an intensity dependence on bias voltage [110], were consistently reproduced. These peaks, however, did not shift despite the variation in applied bias
[81], indicating that these maxima represent optical transitions from well-defined
energy levels, in this case, corresponding to the energy of particular plasmon modes

[83].
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Figure 3.44: Energy diagram of the fluorescence measurement. At a single applied bias voltage, electrons decaying into different lower unoccupied states radiate
photons of different wavelengths. A distribution of the intensity of the various wavelengths, the fluorescence spectra, can be attained with a spectrometer, enabling the
density of various unoccupied states to be characterized.
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Both Rendell and Scallipino [114] and Johannson and Monreal [87] verified
the existence of plasmon resonances at 1.9 eV and 2.4 eV for the case of electron
tunnelling in similar geometries, which they modeled as a metallic sphere above
a metallic plane as shown in Fig. 3.45. The strength of the enhancement was
determined to increase with the ratio of RId where R is the radius of the sphere
and d is the separation between the sphere and the plane. Persson and Baratoff
[115] analyzed electron tunneling from an s-orbital of an atom at the tip apex to
a similar orbital on the surface of a spherical free-electron-like metallic particle
and determined the probability for both elastic and inelastic, radiative and nonradiative processes, as a function of particle radius R and bias voltage Vb. Clearly
the most probable event involves the elastic tunneling of electrons into the metal
particle, resulting in non-radiative decay via the creation of electron-hole (e-h) pairs.
Dipolar plasmon excitation by scattering of elastically injected hot-electrons within
the sample bulk was determined to be negligible. In comparison to the elastic
processes, inelastic tunneling represented a less much less frequent alternative energy
loss mechanism. Although less likely, inelastic tunnelling was the most dominant
source of plasmon excitation, primarily responsible for the observed radiation. Once
excited, the dipole resonances could decay into e-h pairs at a rate given by the inverse
lifetime for the nonradiative decay [93]:

Ie" ~ VFIR

(3.41)

as expected on dimensional grounds, where VF is the Fermi velocity, or they could
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Figure 3.45: Diagram of a metal sphere above a metal plane, the geometry used
to model the relation between the tunneling current and the local and radiated
electro-magnetic fields for a metal tip and a metal sample.
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decay radiatively. The inverse lifetime for radiative transitions is provided by:

(3.42)

where

n is

the frequency of the surface plasmon mode [115]. In this case,

1.9 eV and 2.4 eV. Photon emission with a net yield

Pph

nn

=

via radiative decay of the

plasmons was calculated by considering the individual branching probabilities of the
inelastic and elastic channels as a coherent resonant process to be:

(3.43)

where 'Y =

'Yell

+'Ypll , ¢ and s are the mean barrier height and the minimum thickness,

respectively, and m is the electron mass. Persson and Baratoff [115] predicted
maximum photon emission from particles with radius of 20 nm, expecting quantum
efficiencies of 10- 3 photons/electron.
Other theoretical studies by Tsukada et al. [116] and Schimizu et al. [117],
which have investigated surface plasmon excitations by inelastic tunneling, conclude
that the plasmon power spectrum, is composed of a macroscopic part sensitive to
the shape of the tip and its geometry with respect to macroscopic features as well
as a microscopic term dependent on the microscopic electronic states of the surface.
These studies predict that atomic resolution photon images can be produced which
are similar to scanning tunneling spectroscopy images.
Photon intensity levels detected from the Ag films studied by the IBM
Zurich group [81, 82, 93] were sufficient to allow photon maps of the 20-50 nm
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domains to be produced. Variation in the photon signal was observed within these
islands, demonstrating a nanometer resolution. The intra-island intensity features
were attributed to fluctuations in the inelastic excitation probability on near atomic
scale [93]. Emission was also detected from the atomically flat regions of the film
while a lack of emission was observed at the step edges, possibly due to preferential
residual gas adsorption at these sites. A well defined maximum in the angle of the
emitted light was also reported [82].

3.3.2

STM Induced Plasmons at Gold/Glass Interfaces

The experiments and theory discussed so far in this chapter suggest that the pi asmons, excited by the noisy tunneling current, are localized, being concentrated in
the small region beneath the tip. Takeuchi et al. [88] and Ushioda et al. [118],
employing another geometry, showed how the STM can produce extended plasmons
as well. In these experiments the electrons tunneled from a Pt tip into a Au film
deposited onto a prism as shown in Fig. 3.46, exciting the fast mode of surface
plasmon polaritons at the Au/glass interface, a mode which happens to be radiative.
Actually two plasmon modes are excited, a fast mode and a slow mode, denoted
fast and slow according to their respective phase velocities which are determined by
the v -

K

dispersion curve and the relation vp

ity, v is the frequency and

K

= v / K where vp

is the phase veloc-

is the wavenumber. Applying a bias voltage, likewise

caused light to be emitted with a quantum efficiency of 10- 7 photons/electron from
the glass prism at an angle of 43°. Work with similar metal-insulator-metal (MIM)
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Figure 3.46: The experimental geometry for observing light emission from a Au
coated prism P. Surface plasmons excited in the thin metal film S on the surface
of the prism radiate from the prism at an angle () given an applied bias v and a
tunneling current i.
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layered junctions [119, 120] demonstrates that light emission originates from the
fast mode surface plasmon at this angle. Furthermore, applying theory adapted
from MIM junction technology, along with the actual power spectrum of the surface
roughness as determined by STM topographic imaging [121, 122], Takeuchi et al.
found excellent agreement between the calculated and actual angle dependence of
the light emission. Thus, Takeuchi concluded that the tunneling current excited
local surface plasmons which decay directly into photon emission on the tip side,
(as demonstrated throughout this chapter) or into extended surface plasmons at the
Au/ glass interface, which are then capable of coupling with light at the prism. These
two channels were estimated to be of equal likelihood. Because the fast mode will
propagate about 1 f..lm before succumbing to dissipative and radiative losses [88],
spatial maps of the photon distribution would be expected to produce relatively
poor resolution and no such photon maps have been presented in the literature.
Ushioda et al. [118] continued work on Au coated prisms in vacuum and
reported that crashing the Pt tip into the sample caused the emission intensity to
increase, whereas cleaning the tip reduced the emission. A layer of Au on the end
of the tip apparently produced increased signal levels consistent with the results
discussed in section 3.1 where photon emission was detected in air on the tip side of
the junction for a Au tip and a Au sample. Recall the effects of contamination as
well as the efficiency of the Au tip/Au sample geometry in comparison to the use
of a PtIr or W tip. Ushioda et al. also attempted to observe emission from the tip
side of the junction in air using a Pt tip and a Au sample and reported a weaker,
noisier and irreproducible signal [118].
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Photon Emission from Other Metals

Photon emission experiments with Au(llO) and Cu(l11) crystals where light was
detected on the tip side of the junction in a similar geometry as shown in Fig. 3.40
were conducted in UHV by the IBM Zurich group [83, 107, 109, 123] as well. Wavelength or fluorescence spectra obtained at various bias levels reveal distinct maxima
at 2.4 eV and 2.1 eV for Au and Cu, respectively [107, 109]. These peak positions
were determined to be independent of excitation voltage which is typical of a resonance process. Furthermore, calculations [107] indicate that the peak frequencies
are relatively insensitive to the tip geometry, a behavior that results from the dielectric function of Au and Cu. The plasmon resonances at 2.4 eV for Au and 2.1
eV for Cu, reside in the energy range of the L 3 (Q+)

~

E F (L 2,) interband transition

[109].
Photon maps, produced for Cu(l11) samples reveal consistently less radiation at step edges [83]. Pulsing the tip to induce surface modification resulted in
protrusions that proved to increase the photon signal [107]. In another case, protruding surface features, also created by the tip, reduced the observed level of emission.
Surface contaminants are likely to be responsible for this effect [83]. Other features
in the photon emission maps were attributed to effects of local geometry on the
local electromagnetic field distribution as well as on the strength of the coupling of
these fields with the surface plasmons. The smaller features in the photon maps are
explained by possible variations in the inelastic and elastic tunneling probabilities
which are expected to be sensitive to the atomic configurations [109].
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Experiments involving photon emission from transition metals, Ti and Fe,
were also conducted by the Zurich group [123]. Lower light intensities in comparison
to those observed with noble metals, were reported and the fluorescence spectra
recorded showed no clear intensity peaks; both effects resulting from the difference
in the dielectric functions [123]. Photon maps of the Ti film with oxygen molecules
chemisorbed to the surface, were presented. The lower emission at the step edges
of the Ti film domains as well as at the O2 sites were attributed to local variations
in the branching ratio for the elastic and inelastic processes and to changes in the
tunneling current vector with respect to the dipole moment at the defects, which
reduce the matrix element for the inelastic transitions [123].

3.5

Luminescence from Semiconductors

Some additional work with semiconductors has been reported [82, 83, 84, 85, 124]
as well. Again light was detected on the tip side of the junction in a similar geometry as shown in Fig. 3.40 in these experiments. Photon emission from CdS
at an efficiency of 10-5 photons/electron, produced wavelength spectra identical to
cathodoluminescence studies [83]. Intrinsic luminescence at 2.58 eV was generated
from the recombination of electrons from the conduction band edge with holes at
the valence band edge. Furthermore, a broad emission band at 1.8 eV, likely due to
electron trapping at deep recombination centers within the band gap, was observed
to vary with tip position [82].
Fluorescence spectra for GaAs samples reveals band edge luminescence at
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1.42 eV as hot electrons injected into the sample thermalize to the bottom of the
conduction band and recombine with holes in the p-type substrate [83]. Alvarado
et al. [84] published photon maps of AIGaAs heterostructures resolving wells 10
nm in width, along with 1 nm sized surface trapping regions resulting from surface
impurities. The onset of emission occurred at the band edge which for the GaAs
well regions was about 1.4 eV and for the AIGaAs barriers was about 1.9 eV. This
difference in the two layers accounted for the image contrast observed in the spatial map. Electrons injected into the AIGaAs reportedly diffused and radiatively
recombined within the GaAs enabling the thermalization and diffusion length to be
estimated to be about 1 /Lm [84]. Furthermore, since the emission intensity was
found to be dependant on hole concentration in sample, variations in the dopant
concentrations of other samples can be characterized using this technique.
Low temperature work on p-type InP and InP /GalnAs heterostructures by
Montelius et al. [85] and Pistol et al. [124], respectively, also demonstrated radiative recombination due the minority-carrier injection from the metal tip through
the vacuum barrier region into the conduction band of semiconductor sample. In
contrast to studies of other semiconductor materiais which yield efficiencies of 10-4
to 10-8 , the 10- 9 photons/electron attained in this case, however, indicates a significantly less efficient process, possibly due to contamination as the experiments
were not conducted in UHV. Fluorescence spectra, which displayed near band edge
recombination, were consistent with photoluminescence results also presented in the
study [85]. No emission was detected, however, for photon energies equivalent to
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the bias voltage. Pistol et al. also experimented with other forms of minority carrier injection by substituting the PtRh tip with a p-type GaP tip, a large band-gap
semiconductor from which electrons could tunnel into the n-type InP /GaInAs/InP
quantum well sample [124].
In summary photon emission has been reported for many metal and semiconductor surfaces. In particular, noble metals like Au, Ag and Pt, have exhibited
photon emission which can be attributed to surface plasmon excitation and decay.
For other metals such as Fe, Ta and Cu, inverse photoemission into unoccupied
states has been suggested as the primary mechanism responsible for the detected
radiation. With semiconductors, simple radiative decay of electrons through the
energy gap is associated with luminescence. Such experiments were conducted with
Si, CdS, GaAs, and InP as well as heterostructures composed of GaAs/ AIGaAs and
InP /GaInAs multilayers.
In the appendix a discussion is presented which describes how optically
exciting surface plasmons in metal films can be detected with an STM . Several
experiments, conducted by other researchers, have demonstrated that kinetic energy
energy from surface plasmons can be efficiently coupled into the tip resulting in
heating and subsequent thermal expansion. Other investigations have revealed that
the AC fields of the surface plasmon can be directly coupled into the junction, again
resulting in rectification.
These areas of scanning probe microscopy, namely photon emission from
STM, direct illumination of the tunnel junction and optical excitation of plasmons
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in the tunnel junction, along with other techniques integrating optical effects with
STM and AFM, promise to be an active area of research in the near future.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Although, STM and AFM enables the characterization of the physical and to some
extent the electronic structure of surfaces, a more exciting prospect lies in the ability
to discriminate between different materials with atomic resolution and to identify
individual species on the surface. As was mentioned earlier, techniques combining optical spectroscopy, a powerful tool for identifying chemical composition, with
scanning probe microscopy, would appear to offer a strong possibility for achieving
nanometer scale material identification. As an initial step toward that goal, we
have investigated optical interactions with scanning tunneling microscopy in order
to provide a better understanding of how light affects the output of the STM for different sample materials as well as how light can be emitted from the STM, providing
additional information about the surfaces examined.
Initially, a variety of topographical, electronic and even magnetic surface
maps produced with STM, were presented starting with individual sulfur atoms,
separated by 3.3 A, which were routinely resolved on MoS 2 , a layered semiconductor
sample. Images of e60 molecules, 11

A in diameter, which revealed intra-molecular

features were also produced and were displayed in clusters with sixfold symmetry
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on a Au substrate. Large topographical features such as quantum dots etched
in GaAs/ AIGaAs quantum wells were shown to be both randomly distributed on
the surface and ordered in two-dimensional arrays in a hexagonally close packed
geometry. Magnetic features were indirectly mapped with the aid of ferrofluid, a
colloidal suspension of ferromagnetic particles which was deposited on the surface to
form an outline of the regions of high magnetic field gradient. Images of the magnetic
domains of an experimental substrate as well as a DAT tape were presented. The
effectiveness of the STM in mapping the electronic distribution was illustrated with
an image of charge density waves in a TaS 2 sample. Finally, the ability of the STM
tip to induce surface modification in the form of intentionally created dots on Au
films was demonstrated as well.
Optical interactions with STM were investigated first by studying the effect
of direct illumination on the tunnel junction. The effect of thermal expansion on
increasing the tunneling current was measured allowing the temperature rise of the
PtIr tip and the graphite sample to be estimated to be about 0.04 K and 0.002 K for
a 1 m W ReNe laser focused to a 200 pm spot size. Also, the thermovoltage generated
at the junction between the tip and the sample as a result of the temperature rise
induced by the 1 mW laser illumination, was measured to be 100-400 p V for a
MoS 2 specimen. The photovoltage produced upon illuminating a WSe2 sample was
determined to be 200-400 m V and the resultant effect of light on the tunneling
current was presented. The enhanced conductivity of a MoS 2 substrate due to
irradiation was also characterized with a plot of the I - V curve with and without
laser illumination which demonstrates light induced current enhancement when the
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junction is effectively reverse biased. A description of the theory of photoemission,
photo- and thermal-assisted tunneling was also presented. And finally, how the
electromagnetic field incident on the tunnel junction can be rectified by the nonlinear

I - V of the junction was described along with an explanation and survey of the
work involving rectification and mixing of optical beams at the tunnel junction.
Next photon emission from the tunnel junction was discussed. Surface pi asmons, excited by the tunneling current are attributed with producing photon emission from Au surfaces in air. Spatial maps of the photon intensity, obtained for
a variety of samples, showed a distinct resemblance to the topographical features
on the Au. This effect was assumed to originate from increased electric field concentrations at sites exhibiting high curvature as well as increased coupling of the
electromagnetic fields with localized surface plasmons at particular surface features
on the sample. Finally the strong interaction of the tip with the Au films resulting
in surface modification in the form of pitting, etching, and surface damage was illustrated with numerous examples. This strong interaction is attributed with enabling
photon emission to be attainable in air where contamination effects were shown to
stunt the emission process. A survey of other experiments involving photon emission was presented, examples including inverse photoemission studies on Si, Ta, and
Fe, other work involving surface plasmon excitation of noble metals such as Ag
and Au, and luminescence from semiconductors like CdS, GaAs and InP, as well as
heterostructures GaAs/ AIGaAs and InP /GaInAs.
Finally, the appendix discusses how optically exciting surface plasmons in
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metal films using a prism can be detected with an STM. Several experiments, conducted by other researchers, have demonstrated that energy from surface plasmons
can be efficiently coupled into the tip resulting in heating. The subsequent tip
heating causes thermal expansion and increases the tunneling current. Other investigations have revealed that the AC fields of the surface plasmon can be directly
coupled into the junction resulting in the rectification of the signal by the nonlinear

I - V junction characteristic.
Experiments employing techniques that integrate optical measurements with
STM and AFM, promise to be an active area of research in the near future. Mapping of the laser-induced tunneling current offers the opportunity to study the spatial
variations for samples which will naturally demonstrate position dependent signals.
For instance, illuminating TaS2 and increasing the photo-excited carrier density in
the sample may alter the character of the charge density waves observed. For Au
and Si samples speckled with submonolayer concentrations of C60 , incident light
can help determine the extent of charge transfer from the C60 molecules into the
substrates. Exploring the effects of illumination on GaAs quantum dots, as well
as doped porous Si may also prove interesting. To improve the quantification of
the heating effects of laser illumination, thermovoltage studies can be conducted
using a variable laser intensity focused on a W tip and a Rh sample, which is a well
characterized linear thermocouple. Also, illumination of InSb while imaging with
an ultra-high vacuum STM will allow the investigation of its photoconductive and
photovoltaic properties.
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Laser-induced current images as wells as photon maps of molecules with
strong optical transitions such as pyridine, Cu-pthalocyanine, organic dyes and
other adsorbates can be deposited on Au and Si substrates to test the effectiveness of nanometer resolution optical spectroscopy. Furthermore, photon emission
and laser illumination studies of effects of contamination on Si can be pursued with
selective exposure of Si to oxygen, nitrogen or to other impurities by leaking the
constituents into the UHV environment. Ideally, the adsorbates will be resolvable
and distinguishable with standard STM imaging as well as with the optical probing
techniques. In air, Si can be etched clean with HF acid and the transformation of
hydrogen terminated bonds can be monitored over time with photon emission which
is highly sensitive to contamination.
Adsorbates deposited on the Au film will naturally load down surface plasmons which can be excited optically with the use of a prism as will be discussed
in the appendix. The effect of various molecular species such as individual or large
islands of C60 as well as dye molecules which can be chosen to be resonantly excited
by the incident laser light, may produce detectable perturbations in the plasmon
induced tunneling current. Furthermore, the frequency response of the rectification
of the plasmon fields by the nonlinear I - V can be measured with ultra-fast optical
excitation of the surface plasmons.
These are only a few of the experimental possibilities that are readily feasible
in our laboratory. Of course, numerous other variations as well as new innovative
techniques are sure be developed in the area of nanometer resolution optical probing
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techniques.
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APPENDIX
DETECTION OF OPTICALLY
EXCITED SURFACE
PLASMONS WITH STM

Thus far in our discussion of surface plasmons, the STM has been the stimuIus responsible for exciting these collective electronic modes. In this case, shot noise
in the tunneling current induced collective electronic oscillation in metal surfaces
which were detectable for biases larger than 1.5 V. Surface plasmons, however, can
be excited through optical means as well. A configuration similar to the experimental setup described in section 3.3.2 is required to couple light with the surface
plasmons [125, 126]. Such an arrangement is shown in Fig. A.47 which provides a
schematic of the experimental geometry where surface plasmons are generated with
an incident beam of light using the Kretschmann configuration [127] i.e. a metal
film coated on a glass prism.
P-polarized light from a laser directed at an angle () is incident onto the
metal/ glass interface. In this case, the electromagnetic field polarized parallel to
the plane of incidence causes collective electronic oscillations when the angle of incidence is appropriate to match the photon wavevector

kph

with the surface plasmon
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v

tip

Figure AA 7: The experimental geometry for optically exciting surface plasmons in
a metal coated prism P. Light incident at an angle () excites surface plasmons in
the metal film S which can be probed by the STM tip for an applied bias v and a
tunneling current i.
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wavevector

ksp

[125]. This matching condition is expressed by the intersection of

the v - k dispersion curve for the surface plasmon and the analogous linear dispersion curve for light in a vacuum [125, 126, 128]. This condition is achieved for an
incident angle of () when
(A.44)

is satisfied, where

ksp

and

kph

are the wavevectors of the incident light and of the

surface plasmon, respectively. Typically,

(}sp

is around 43° for noble metals like

Ag and Au using a glass prism where n = 1.57. Total internal reflection off the
metal/glass interface is achieved for angles beyond the critical angle which occurs
at about 41° to 43° while surface plasmons are excited at angles slightly greater.
Typically,

(}sp

is around 43° for noble metals like Ag and Au mounted against a

glass surface.
The excitation of surface plasmons results in a diminished reflected beam
as the energy of the incident light is channeled into the electronic oscillations in
the metal. The attenuation in the reflected field can be understood as constructive interference at the interface and adsorption by the metal film. The reflection
coefficient of the metal is complex and has a pole which represents the excitation
of the surface plasmon [129]. Monitoring the angle dependence of the reflectivity
beyond the point of total internal reflection reveals a minimum in the reflectivity
of the metal film at

(}sP.

This method of optically exciting the surface plasmon is

appropriately designated 'attenuated total reflection' (ATR) for this reason.
Note that the prism, with n

> 1, is required to form an interface at the
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metal surface in order to effectively create a confining guide for the longitudinally
propagating surface plasmon field. The index of refraction of the glass is larger than
the index of vacuum, which forms the other interface in the air/metal/dielectric
system. Consequently, total internal reflection is attainable, thus allowing longitudinally propagating evanescent fields at the metal surface to be produced. Recall
that surface plasmons are surface bound propagating evanescent waves at metal
dielectric interfaces.
The field intensity of these surface plasmons are essentially confined to the
air/metal interface and decay exponentially from the interface plane. The l/e decay
length 6sp of the plasmon field intensity normal to the surface, is characterized by
the relation [131]
(A.45)

where A is the wavelength of the incident photons,

EO

air, assumed to be equal to unity, and where Em = E'm

is the dielectric constant of

+ iE'~.

The sharp STM tip, as depicted in Fig. A.47, locally probes the optical
near-fields generated by the resonantly excited extended surface plasmons. This remaining section is dedicated to a short description of several experiments conducted
by different groups where the STM has been employed to probe these optically
excited surface plasmons fields.
Initially, Moller et al. [130] observed that optically exciting surface plasmons
in a metal film at the STM tunnel junction caused an additional current to be
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superimposed on the standard tunneling current. In their case, a 5 mW HeNe laser
focused to 500 p,m spot on a Ag film produced an enhanced signal to be observed.
Since the direction of the current flow was not altered when the polarity of the
bias was reversed, thermal expansion was ruled out as a significant contributor to
the observed effect. Det?ils of this method of identifying thermal expansion were
discussed in section 2.1. Moller et al. produced spatial maps [130] of plasmon
induced currents showing that the enhanced signal was detected only on particular
regions of the surface where the I - V curve was highly nonlinear. In contrast, over a
large part of the surface the signal was reported to be weaker. The association of the
nonlinear I - V with the signal enhancement at particular sites, however, suggests
that rectification of the AC field of the surface plasmon by the nonlinear dependence
of the tunneling current is responsible for the additional current signal. (Recall that
this rectification effect was discussed in Section 2.7 for the case of direct illumination
of the tunnel junction with laser light.) This conclusion was substantiated by Moller
[130] by demonstrating that the magnitude of the signal was highly dependent on
the nonlinearity of the quasistatic I - V curve.
Rucker et. al. [131] subsequently conducted similar experiments on Ag and
Au films using an equivalent experimental setup, however, their investigation concentrated primarily on the regions of the sample where the rectification effect was
not significant. In this case, the enhanced current signal was attributed to plasmon
induced heating and the resultant thermal expansion of the STM tip. According to
their explanation, kinetic energy energy was efficiently coupled from the surface plasmons to the tip, increasing the kinetic energy of the tip, and consequently producing
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heating and thermal expansion. As evidence for this theory, Rucker contended that
the magnitude of the bias and the setpoint current had no effect on the degree of
current enhancement, in contrast to the rectification process discussed above where
the operating point on the I - V dictated the nonlinearity and the resultant signal
level. Furthermore, the time constant for the oscillating plasmon induced current,
produced by the modulated laser intensity, was estimated to be approximately 1
ms. This relatively slow response suggested that the effect was thermal in nature,
rather than electronic. Rucker et al., however, acknowledged that there were regions
of the sample, where the effects of thermal expansion were not dominant. These
exceptions were attributed to local contamination of the metal films.
In this experiment Rucker recorded the plasmon-induced current levels as
the sample was scanned, producing plasmon maps that reflected the polycrystalline
metal film structure [131]. These maps appeared to be edge-enhanced images of the
topography, which the authors explained resulted from tip heating as the tip was
dipped into the plasmon field. The magnitude of the heating, they suggested, was
a function of both the extent of the illumination of the bulk of the tip and the local
field strength which arises from the contributions from genuine surface plasmons,
scattered evanescent light from film inhomogeneities, and photons coupled out via
surface roughness. Variations in the field intensity about different topographical
features could be understood as variations in the wavevector ksp due to scattering
at film inhomogeneities which affected the decay length 8 of the plasmon field where
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[131]:

(A.46)

Here wand c are the frequency and velocity of the incoming laser light, respectively.
Additional features in the plasmon maps were thought to have arisen from the scattering of photons at spatial variations of the refraction index of the metal [131].
Furthermore, differentiation between metal films, which possess reflectivity distributions with different angular dependencies, was also achieved in this experiment.
Finally, Kroo et al. [132] measured the decay length of surface plasmon,
using the same experimental setup. The decay length was determined to be about
9.0 p,m by monitoring the laser-ind uced signal as the focal spot was shifted away from
the tip. Switching the polarization from p- to s- polarized laser light diminished the
signal to less than 1-2% of the original value, indicating that the observed effects were
a result of surface plasmons excitations[131, 132]. Kroo et al. [132] also attributed
the plasmon induced signal to thermal expansion and reported that occasionally
rectification of the plasmon field was encountered. So it is clear, that the optical
excitation of surface plasmons can be detected at the tunnel junction of an STM due
to thermal expanion of the tip and in some case, due to rectification of the surface
plasmon field.
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